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TOWN COUNCIL MEETING

4
DECEMBER 11 ,   1990

7 : 00 P. M.

1 .     Roll Call and Pledge of Allegiance

2 .     Confirm Reappointment of William Lyons III to the
Personnel  &  Pensions Appeal Board  — Mayor ' s office

3.    Approve the Waiver of the Bidding Process and R. F . P.   to

Award a Contract to a Firm Recommended by the Finance
Committee for the Study of the Electric Division as

Requested by the Finance Committee

4 .     Consider and Approve a Transfer of
Funds in the Amount of

45, 475 . 00 from Contingency to
Professional Services Elec-

tric Division Study  -  Finance Committee

5 .     PUBLIC QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD  -  7 : 30 P . M.

6 .     Public Hearing on an Ordinance
Appropriating  $ 370 , 000 for

the Purchase of the Property known as 88 South Main Street
and Authorizing the Issue of  $

370 , 000 Bonds of the Town

to Meet Said Appropriation and Pending the Issue Thereof
the Making of Temporary

Borrowings for Such Purpose  -` 7 : 45 P. M.

7 .     Approval of a Lease to the Boys  &  Girls Club

8 .     Acceptance of a Deed from Masonic Charity Foundation to Allow
Execution of a Lease to the Boys  &  

Girls Club

9 .     Reapproval of a Lease to the Boys  &  
Girls Club

10 .     Consider and Approve Road
Acceptances   ( 8)  -  Planning  &  Zoning

1 .     Wind Swept Hill 5 .     Old Pasture Court

2 .     Riverside Drive 6 .     Tom' s Drive

3 .     Docker Drive 7 .     Turnberry Road

4'      Stegos Drive
8 .     Watrous Farm Road

11 .     Consider and  _approve a Tentative Labor Agreement with Local
1282  -  Personnel Department

12 .     Consider and Approve a Transfer of
Funds in the Amount of

45 , 429 , 00 from Contingency , to Various Accounts within the
General Fund  -  Personnel Del_

13 .     Consider and Approve Merit
Increases  ( 11 )  -  Personnel Dept .

14.     Establish a Building Committee to Oversee the Repairs to
the Community Pool and Authorize the Waiver of the Bidding
Process and Use of an R. F . P .   to Hire a Design Consultant  -

Mayor ' s office

OVER)

y
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15 .     Consider and Approve Tax Refunds in the Amount of  $ 1 , 239 . 20

1° 18- 125)  =  Tax Collect-.or

16 .     Discuss and Approve the Waiver of Interest Charges on a

Personal Property Tax List Tax Appeal Town Attorney

17 .:    Consider and Approve a Transfer of Funds in the Amount of

300 . 00 to f l ect ion Supplies  -  Town Clerk

18 .     Consider and Approve a Transfer of Funds in the Amount of

596 . 00 to Copier Rental and Supplies Town Council Office

19 .     Correspondence I
Addendum # 1

Report from the Comptroller Regarding the Issuance of

4 , 400 , 000 . 00 Town Of Wallingford General Obligation Bonds

Addendum  # 2

Consider and Approve a Waiver of Bid and Approval of Correspond-
ing Transfer in the Amount of  $ 21, 500 to Allow the National

Golf Foundation to Conduct a'  Three Phase Study Regarding the
Feasibility of Constructing a Municipal Golf Course in Wallingford

i'
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SUMMARY

Agenda Item
Page No_.-

Consent Agenda  -  Items 15 ,   17 ,   18
1

2 .     Confirm Appointment of William Lyons III to the
18

Personnel  &  Pensions Appeal Board

3 .     Approve the Waiver of Bidding Process and R. F. P.   to

Award a Contract to a Firm Recommended by the Finance
Committee for the Study of the Electric Division as

18  -  24

Requested by the Finance Committee

4 .     Approve a  " Transfer of Funds in the  $ 45 , 475 . 00 from

Contingency to Professional Services Electric Div .  
24

Study

5 .     PUBLIC QUESTION  &  ANSWER PERIOD
18  „

6 .     Public Hearing on an Ordinance Appropriating  $ 370 , 000

for the Purchase of Property Known as 88 S .   Main St . 8' -  18

7 .     Approval of a Lease to the Boys  &  Girls Club l   -  8 '

8 .     No Action Taken on the Acceptance of a Deed from Masonic
Charity Foundation to Allow Execution of a Lease to the

l  -  8
Boys  &  Girls Club

9 .     No Action Taken on the Re- approval of a Lease to the
1  -  8

Boys  &  Girls Club

10 .     Approve 7 Road Acceptances  -  Planning  &  Zoning 30

11 .     Fail to Approve a Tentative Labor
Agreement with Local

30  -  42

1282 Personnel

12 .     Withdrawn Consider and Approve a Transfer of Funds
for 545 , 429 . 00 from Contingency to Various Accounts within42
the General Fund Personnel Dept.

l. 1 )  -  Personnel Dept . 42  -  45

13 .     Approve Merit Increases

14 .     Establish a Building Committee to Oversee the Repairs
to the Community Pool and Authorize the Waiver of the
Bidding Process and Use of an R. F . P .   to Hire a Design

47  -  4! 9

s

Consultant  -  Recreation Dept .

OVER)
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TOWN COUNCIL MEETING

DECEMBER 11 .   1990

i

7 : 00 P. M.

A meeting of the Wallingford Town Council was held on Tuesday,'
December 11 ,   1990 at 7 : 00 P . M .   in the Robert Early Auditorium

Town Council Chambers)  of the Wallingford Town Hall and called

to order at 7 : 08 P. M.   by Chairman Albert E .   Killen .     Answering

present to the Roll  'called by Town Clerk Kathryn J .   Wall were

Council Members Bradley ,   Duryea ,  Gouveia ,   Killen, : Papale ,   Parisi ,

Solinsky and Zandri .     Councilor Holmes arrived at 7 : 09 P . M.

Mayor William W.  Dickinson ,   Jr .   arrived at 7 : 14 P. M.     Town

Attorney Janis Small and Comptroller Thomas A.   Myers were also

present

The Pledge of Allegiance was given to the Flag .

Mr`.   Killen asked that the everyone remain standing to observe

a moment of silence for two Town employees who recently passed
away ;   Jerry, Weber ,   Park  &  Recreation Board Member and ' Ruth Kenney ,

recently retired Aide to the Mayor`.

A motion was made by Mr .   Bradley to move the following items to
the Consent Agenda to be voted upon by one unanimous vote .
Seconded by Mr .  Holmes

ITEM  # 15 Consider and Approve Tax Refunds in the Amount of

1 , 239 . 20  (# 118- 125)       Tax Collector

ITEM  # 17 Consider and Approve a Transfer of Funds in the Amount

of  $ 300 . 00 to Election Supplies  -  Town Clerk

ITEM  # 1. 8 Consider and Approve a Transfer of Funds in the Amount

of  $ 596 . 00 to Copier Rental  &  Supplies  -  Town Council Office

VOTE:     All ayes ;   motion duly carried .

ITEM  # 7. 8  &9 Motion was made \ by Mr .   Bradley to Move Agenda Items
7; 8  &  9 Up to the Next Order of Business ,   seconded by Mr .  Parisi .

VOTE:     All ayes ;   motion duly carried .

ITEM  # 7 Approval of a Lease to the Boys  &  Girls Club

Mr .   Killen stated that this issue has not gone before Planning  &

Zoning which is a prerequisite and he ,   himself was not inclined

to , go ahead with the hearing without the approval of Planning ,&

Zoning'.    I3e was open to suggestions from the Council .

Mr Bradley asked what it is specifically that P  &  Z needed to

do prior to the Council ' s approval?

Mr .   Killen:     Under 824 ,   anything to do with the community,  
whether
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selling ,   leasing ,  
abandoning ,   anything  #, Q

it is improvements ,   
buying , 

to PPs to' be a roved by the p' &  Z Commission.

do with
municipal property

Mr ..  li olmes :     
Since the Council is the body inspower

to

disposele
of

Town assets ,   
to act on them ,  - I think that we

f irst .

Killen:     The normal
procedure is for p  &  Z to handle

first

Mr .  Ki11 tan of development
because it has to fit in with weth phether they agree with the
Town.     They have nothing
philosophy of the Boys Club or anyaotheorn

aspect ,   just the fact

that it agrees with  'their plan of

Mr .  Holmes :     When was it learned that this was the proper pro

ced'ure?

Mr .  Killen:     It has always been ,   
it just was never brought to

anyone ' s attention.

it on the agenda.  if . you were not going to pro-
Mr .  Holmes :     Why is

cued with it?

Mr .  Killen:     As with everything
else .   I ho` a

certainto
point .

e that e

point .   If

people doing these particular things go
something clicks in my mind,   I bring it to their

attention.     
This

one I picked up on yesterday afternoon.

Mr .   Zandri :     It seems to be a very
important issue

and

and I ' m wonder-

ing

ing whether or not this should be a public h
meeting called on

just this particulndr t°

mecoanar
pidbefsetapriortto

wish of the Council
perhaps a date a

getting into a lengthy discussion tonight .

Killen;     There is not much
difference betwe

encethe
with

theconduct
Mr .       The onlydifference

a meeting and a
public hearing .  

a.

public hearing is that it is a requirement taippatin

viewCof5they
l

in advance',   even that would most l i le l y be w
cannot

fact that we are not required to hold a pul:alic hearing so weublic

be held in violation we are not required uorder such a
pholfor

apnotice be

hearing .     If the Council so desires they can

posted and then you hold the public hearing .

Mr .   Zandr i The only advantage would se
to

dent

se
i

ns
ooml e puved li citth i s

on

this so that we can get
more of the e

particular issue .

Mr .   Parisi.:     I think that this subject has certainly ha.d enough
publicity and it certainly

no secret

la

whwileas
to

back

ahat
fundaraising

transpired in . the past .     As I recall ,

cocktail party was held which Pw a    °
rity Of

ec+veragehthen

Council

whatattended
i

and there was some
excellent newspaperp

hopes . and ' desires of this organization was .     II
is

nttt regthat
procedure for us to go to a public hearing so

we should  'alter our method
of doing business at this point .     If
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this has to go before P  &  Z it will certainly get enough notoriety

to allow any dissenters to step forward and contact their Council
person.

Ms Papale : .    1 ,   as a Councilor ,   have been aware of this since it has

been in the paper for over a year now ,   I have heard from people who

are for and against this issue .     The Town is certainly aware of what
the people from the Club have in mind .     Where does it come; in that

we need ' a public hearing?    It seems that sometimes we have one and

sometimes we don ' t ,  ' it must be written somewhere the policy for what

the holding of a public hearing .   I Would like to know for the record

for" the inext time ,   when is a public hearing supposed to be held and
when doesn' t it have to be?

Mr .   Killen:     I thinly that we know fairly well when a public hearing

is required and when it is not .     It is riot required for this evening .

Ms .   Papale stated that she felt that the rules are riot always follow-

ed .     At the last Town Council Meeting the property located

oa
88

S .
Main Street was

Councildshoulldpbeor
to

consistentlwith

itslng
following

She felt the Council
pro-

cedures .

Mr .   Killen :     You hit it right on the head .     The fact that it did riot

go; before- P  &  Z ,   you can bet that all these people in the audience'

had been aware of it ,   they definitely would
have gone before P  &  Z .

It slipped by them .     The fact that we took action a couple of week' s

ago ,   and no one brought it to anyone' s attention,''"  
should have ' gone

before. P  &  Z , _ it was just one of those things that happened .     When

something is out of order it is up to anyone with the knowledge to
bring it to someone' s attention so  , it can be dealt with in proper

order .

Ms .   Papale If we decided to discuss it tonight and vote on it

this evening and then have it before P  &  Z in the next week or

two ,  would we be doing anything against
our Charter or Robert ' s

Rules of Order?

Mr.   Killen did not believe that it was a violation of the Taw

per se ,   but felt that it was a violation of his
personal code

of ethics .

Mr .   Solinsky agreed with Mr .   Zandri that thisthssueat a

has been brought

up before and the public was almost promised
ng

would be held on it .     Whether one is required or not is a different

story :;    He personally felt that a public hearing should be held .
He felt that more people would have attended this evening'  had they
received more of a;  notice of the item  ( this is not to say that

the public appearance for this item was few in number ) .

Air .   Holmes felt that public hearings are funny
animals .     The public

hearing for the Budget draws less of a crowd than appeared this

evening .
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Mr .  Gouveia stated that he was ready to vote on the issue  :since he
researched it thorou'ghly'.     He did say,   however ,   if anyone comes

forth during the public hearing with any input that he was unable

to Father on his'  own',   fie would certainly entertain that input .

He understood that the Boys  &  Girls Club was in dire need of time

and; perhaps the Council should go ahead .     Some people , were also

promised that they would be given the opportunity to have enough
time to research their complaints and bring them before the Council .
In voting tonight ,   those people have that opportunity revoked .

He  ' stated that he , is in favor of holding a public hearing ,

Ms .   Wall ,   Town Clerk asked Mr .   Killen for direction on how to
publish this item since " ìt is out of the ordinary ,   not bei-ng an

ord' inan'ce .

Mr .'  Killen stated that lie will discuss this with Ms .   Wall once

the date and time have been set

Mr .` Gouv: ia reminded Mr .   Killen that if the Council delays any

action after January,   it may deal a fatal blow to the Boys  &

Girls Club in their ability to deliver the project .     He suggested

asking Planning  &  Zoning to hold'' a special meeting on this issue

to speed up' the ' process .

Mr .  Michael Small reiterated that time is critical to this issue .

He stated that they were incorrectly under the impression that

until they had some claim to the property in some form of -a
lease ,   it was inappropriate for them to go to P  &  Z officially .

The architects did run the proposal by P  &  Z and it was reviewed .

A full presentation was not going to be made until the Town

Council gave their approval for this to go before P  &  Z .

Mr .   Killen was upset over the fact that very little correspondence

has taken place with the Council over this issue If he had re-

ceived copies of the correspondence that has been transpiring
since past February that he was made aware of and has requested
over the past few days,   he would have brought to attention the

fast that P  &  Z needed to approve it prior to appearing tonight .

Mr.   Small We did appear before the Council in the past asking that

a committee be established to work hand in hand ,   full disclosure ,  "

Freedom of Information Act regarding the ' Boys  &  Girls` Club Project .

It was  ' suggested at that time that we come back to the Council
with a  ' finished project .     All of the legal barriers were overcome ,

the organization worked with the municipal government ,   with the

administrative staff of the Mayor ' s office ,   etc . ,   and now that

the we appear before the Council feeling that we have done every-
thing in  -the manner the Council lead us to bel i eve we should ,

we don ' t.  seem to be getting any clear guidelines° and rules as to
how we are supposed to go through this procedure: .     It seems to

adapt and change .    
1

Mr .   Killen All I know about the rules is that this is the body

that can give you or turn you down from what you are seel": ing this
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evening .     There have been a series of
letters and meetings of

which the Council has not been privy to .     I had to have work dug

out for me to know what was going on.     When co- conspirators get

together: to do something ,   all the conspirators should be made

d dare of what they are trying to do .     We are being asked to take

y' liart in something without ,   you people want to violate the law

by signing this particular lease which will
aggregate a piece

of  . legal material in effect now.     No one asked us first if we

want to go that far .

Mr .   Small :     We thought we were doing everything that we were
supposed'', to do .     We did everything 100%  above board .

Mayor Dickinson:     It a complicated series of
legal

documentsi

that have to be approved .     The Attorney General had a role in

this process .     There were a couple of meetings to work out
language which you see before you in the lease document and the

deed ,   reflecting the position taken by the Town on this .     it

was not until December that the language was worked out .     
The

Attorney'' General reviewed it and approved
it as indicating that ,

from their position,   its protecting the public
interest , ey

did not  :see a jeopardization of
the public interest in the park .

That just occurred not long ago this month.     Unfortunately ,   it

heft no time to go before P  &  Z .     Due to the time constraints

on the bonding with the State there is a very shortened time

frame due to a couple of
factors ,   l )  Attorney General

approval ,

and 2)   the Bonding Commission
Schedule at the State .     I am

not aware of great volumes
of correspondence on

this issue , I

do know that there were a couple of meetings dealing with the
language issues that you see before you in finished documents
which is the responsibility of the administrative

departments

to work those things out .

Mr .   Killen:     The letter went to the Atwersetha.

tGeneral
belongedlto this

g how

it could be done and it referred to po
particular group .     No questioned ,   " 

Is this particular group in=

terested in going this particular route?°     it would have been

Council would have said to wait a minutenice to know that this
and not to waste your time on the Attorney General ' s Office we

don ' t wish to go that route
and that is our prerogative .

ucil

Mayor Dickinson:     I believe at a previmeetingwhhchCosnwhY
indicated that there was

interest   _n going

we proceeded with the Attorney
General and the meetings .

Mr .   Killen:   I did not have that
indicationin theWf rmetha

al ,

have it now .     Because of my stand on the

I don ' t  'believe in advocating
leases at the whim of someone

Ms .   Papale :     Before we decide,  we should
see if the votes are

here for a public hearing or not .

Mrs .   Duryea made a motion that a
Public Hear

i cg
bee held o

A.ge

rig
Items

7.

g  &  9 on a Date to be Set an
Zoning Meets on this

Issue ,   seconded by Mr .   Solinsky .

4

r'
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Mr .  Gouveia made an amendment
to the motion that the Public hearing

be held on Tuesday ,  December 18 ,   1990 at the latest .     Ms .   Papale

seconded the motion .

Ms.   Wall :     You have to understand that this needs to be published

5 days prior to the meeting ,   not counting tile date of the meeting ,

3 days are needed to get it into the paper   ( the information she

shared was referencing the publishing of a publics hearing of an
ordinance ,   there was no information pertaining"  

to a public hear-

ing for any issue other than an ordinance)

Mr .   Killen.;     If we don ' t have to hold a
public hearing ,   we can ' t

be in violation if we warn the public , I day or 100 days in advance

because we will not be in violation of the law requiring a public

hearing ,     If time is of the essence ,   something will have to give .

It is not our fault that it has come to this particular point .

Mayor Dickinson suggested that rather
than get naught  ' up in the

legalities of a public hearing ,   what really should be done is

that the Council hold aspecial meeting .     This type of meeting

will cover the issue rather than trying to determine whether all
of the legalities are met for holding a public hearing .

Mr .   Ronald Gregory supported the motion for holding a public
hearing .     fie stated that the adoption of a lease will negate

a deed restriction which has been in existence in this Town since

1947 .  `  He felt.  that this was a legal tactic to get around the

problem of the Town not being able to legally lease this land

directly to the Boys  &  Girls Club .     If this was a private trust

it would be against the law to take
such action.     It would jeopardize

carrying out the purposes of the trust .   Some states ,   such as

Ca. lifornia',   unless a restriction in a deed is impossible ,   imprac-

ticable or illegal to comply with,   it would be illegal for any

government official to take action to violate that deed .     People

don' t know that in the letter addressed to Mayor Dickinson dated
July 2 ,   1990 from the Attorney General ' s Office ,   it says that

you should understand that we offer no opinion on whether a
resident of your Town would have standing

to initiate litigation

with regard to the above The Attorney General is only authorized

to give formal opinions to State officials and
State agencies ,   this

was not a formal opinion .     He went on to sa:y that he spoke with

David Ormstead ,   the Assistant Attorney
General with whom the

Mayor has been working with,   w=ho is most familiar with this ease .

He also spoke with  'Deputy . Attorney
General Bernard McGovern this

morning .     lie asked that the record show that,  both individuals have

indicated that the opinion of their office .   with respect to

certain legal i t: i es in this case .   do not represent approval of the

policy involved here .     That is .   the raid on public 1ands by the

negation of a restriction
in a deed by conspiracy of

local offi-

cials .   They also affirmed that;   the local Town would obviously

have to follows all requirements as if they were selling the

property .     If that means going to Planning  &  
Zoning ,   Mr .   Ki. l-Ten

is correct .   He believed that the action being contemplated this

evening violates the public trust ,   is a willful
violation of the
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public trust ,   and he has requested that the Attorney General support

legislation that would make this kind of action illegal .     It is

clearly illegal in other states because it is against public policy .

In Wallingford ,   people seem to think that they can get together and
conspire to give away public land .     Please leave it to all of the

people of Wallingford .     He told those individuals present that if

they wanted a Boys  & Girls Club .   find another spot ,   not Town property.

He felt that was the answer,   not secret lobbying ,   fake study com

mittees and not a CounciI agenda that looks like Masonic home is

giving the Town something when ,   in effect ,   the Council is giving

away Community Lake tonight ,   or intended to do so ,     lie felt;  that

the merits of the transfer deserve a public hearing .

Mr .   Parisi requested that Mr .   Ormstead ' s written opinion be

Solicited .

Judy Singer spoke on behalf of the Wallingford Conservation
Commission .     She pointed out that ,   as a public,  body ,   they were

not advised or appraised of the plans .     Apparently the issue ,

ultimately ,   would revolve around the potential usage of a . parcel

of land immediately adjacent to Community Lake .     She  ' stated that

thisparticular area is listed and publicized in at least 5 ex-

tremely significant categories ,   officially by the Town of Walling-
ford .     It the number 1.   chief wetland body of the entire Town .

It is also a long established and well used park and recreation
system;  ' a significant open space area,  as well as ' a major floodway .

There are many natural resource issues that have to be considered .
She urged extreme restraint on the part of the Council anti also

pointed out that more time is needed by both the public at large

as well as the Wallingford Conservation Commission.     She stated

that this issue was brought to the Commission' s attention only
fairly recently and was sorry that they were not to discuss

this with the Boys  &  Girls Club earlier .     It seems as though

it has been discussed in some inner circle and did not include

all the agencies of the Town that share an interest .

Wayne McDermott ,   22 Cooper Ave . ,   felt that the public should have

input on the leases and the deed that the Council will be agreeing

to .     He was in support of the:  public hearing .

Ms .   Papale stated that she felt it was not necessary to hold a

public hearing  ' since it could have been discussed this evening .

She pointed out that Mr .   Killen allows everyone to speak on

any issue for as long as they wish to and ,   therefore ,  a public,

hearing would not need to be scheduled .   it could have been dis-

cussed here this evening .

Mr .   Gouveia withdrew his amendment ,   Ms .   Papale withdrew he]-

second . ersecond .
VOTE :     Holmes ,   Papule  &  Parisi ,   no ;   all others .   a.ye ;   motion duly

carried .

Mr .   Killen thanked all those individuals who attended the meeting'

this evening for this issue and apologized for not coming:  to
a final decision but promised to let the public know ,   through

advertisements in the ' newspa. per ,   when the meeting will be scheduled

t
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to address this issue after it has passed through the Planning  &

Zoning Commission.

ITEM  # 6 Public Hearing on an Ordinance Appropriating  $ 370 , 000 for

the Purchase of the Property Known as 88 South Main Street and

Authorizing the Issue of  $ 370 , 000 Bonds of the Town to Meet Said
Appropriation and Pending the Issue Thereof the Making of Temporary
Borrowings for Such Purpose'  -  7 : 45 P. M .

Mr .   Bradley read Section I into the record .     He made a motion to

Dispense with the Full Reading of the Ordinance ,   seconded by

Mr ,  Holmes .

VOTE:     All ayes;   motion duly carried .

Mr .   Bradley amended the motion to Append the Full Ordinance to the

Town Council Minutes ,   seconded by Mrs .   Duryea .

Mr`.   David Gessert felt that the price was ludicrous in today ' s

real estate market.     There are manymoreparcels of Land for sale

in Town ,   very few that were as small ,   most much larger with homes

on them for sale at a price lower than the Town would pay for
88 S .   Main . Street .     He  `felt that there were hidden costs to buying

the property and that the Town should look for other solutions

if it is considering purchasing;  the property to solve parking
problems .     He suggested that the employees taking Town owned vehicles
home should'  pick up other Town employees on the way in,   a car pool

of a sort ,   to alleviate'  some of the parking problem at Town Hal 1 .
He was opposed to the purchase of 88 S .   Main Street .     If the Council

was willing to ' wait`  it could probably come up with much better deals
than the one before them this evening and save the taxpayers some
money on top of it all .

Norman, Fishbein,   104 S .   Main Street :     It is very unpleasant to live

next door to a: junk heap for all these years yet on the other hand ,

I' do not want to have a.  parking lot next door either .       I` will have

to live with that for the remainder of time I intend to five in

that house .'    What is the purpose of purchasing this lot at this time?

There have been rumors and stories of a.  building tieing put there and
that the Board of Education Offices will be moving there .     I thought

they were going to Sheehan High School ?    If the Town ' buys it and

puts a '' building there ,   what will the purpose of that be?    What type

of municipal offices have to go in there?    What is the total cost

of this project?    What is the rush to deal with this particular

property at this particular`  time if the Legion is still available?

With respect to the: use of the property ,   I have spoken with the

Town Planner and she and I look at the regulations in a similar

fashion .     It cannot be used for parking without a.  building .     As I

understand it ,   because of the Zoni ng regu 1 at i oris the Town has to
use the plan that was approved for a previous group which is a
rather substantial building,.     'There are so many questions out there

and I ,am very concerned with this since it is happening,  next door

to me and it is not the appropriate time to make this move ,  '
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4.      Edward Musso ,   56 Dibble Edge Road :   I don' t approve of spending

Use the parking

the  $ 370 , 000 for this property ,   
it is not necessary .

lot at the corner of West Street and

HSo
South Streetisnd

have a
this

shuttle

bus bring the employees to the Town
homing from?    

Everyone is leaving Town ,   antfChristmasad
companies ,

we are giving money away
like Y

e .

Mr .   Peter Hale ,   1238 Scard Road did not

nr
ne stanhan

ow
Town

370 , 000

could seriously
consider bonding the Tw

p of what
it is facing L supporting

the utility study , and
n
toY

ome other programs
still in the closet ,   ocheop°°

a$ lod '

Townwhich
Greeln

Is considering being spent for manicuring to

from here to Center
Street .     What will be

the

cost
in

ated tonknow .

the  $ 370, 000 of the parking
improve

He listed paving ,   marking ,   
signal

lights ,   etc .   as hidden costs .

He reminded the
Council that the Town has treingwo

Workc

outlp' someon
which is a pretty strong club t
kind of a deal .

opposing

Ray Rys ,   96 Pierson Drive :      

1earsdas1thoughke
to gthenTownohasrd denouugh

this  $370 , 000 bonding .     It:  
appears

property ,

buildings right now that  -,
etdo not

a.need t®
ocost the cta,xpa.  Er   ,

place another building on
will even gain addi.tional

maintain another building .     
I wonder if we

narking spaces too?
I I agree with Mr .   Hale ,  Mr .   Dessert ,   Mr .

Ron Gregory ,   59 Hill Ave . :

I can' t
Musso ,   Mr .   Rys and Mr .   

Fishbein ,      

lembellamenotam
pturG

I do think that we have a parking prob
chase is the answer .     If

I was continc370 ,

000that
l

seems

tllikeC anyawful

answer ,   then I would say ,   
er

for

It would have to be a last resort .

lot of money for that property .

Wright ,   160 Cedar Street :     I ' m

nottiandaspending
Ofvor

Mr .   Philip adding to that  '
5370 , 000 to buy the property across the strebut I am sure not in
an additional

5700 , 000 to build a building , for as.  long as

favor of serving on a
Planning  &  Zoning

parking and I believe this
I  'have ,   we do have a requirethetforMayorandeveryone involved has

Council and prior Councils ,  into compliance with
P  &  Z

been delinquent for too long in coming

If you don ' t,   like to have it ?
changeh

ngeTthn

ordinance ,
regulations .

do something about
it .     It is disgracefullons they have been.

involved with this thing for as long

N ley:     I am the one
that pushed this hack in May and June

M   ..   Brad ugh
eral

to get the parking
issue resolved .   

and wetdicil, ertt}  ,ughtsevideas

meetings urging people to come forward with
n epi ions .     

This  , a,  one among ar
proximate`ly 6, ot.hc:rs ,     

Phil .

and ugg -   ,    
this it goes back

I ' m glad you came
forward because in researching,

as far as 1987- 88 .     Your commenass
at

T®
dnC

Hal lndknowjingutha,tnit wa.s
far as approving this

building On the

in violation of P  &  Z standards when
it came  `

e havlelagdouble

other hand ,   Mr .   Wright serves on the Board .      we are in

standard ,   
everyone else has to comply but me~ from lthe point

violation.     
This particular proposal

f
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that an additional building has to be built at an additional cost to

the taxpayer ,   let alone the  $ 370 , 000 price for the land,  itself .     Yes ,

you are hearing a lot of us talking about saving taxpayer ' s dollars',
and that is really the concern I have .     There are other options',

someone did mention the legion ,   it has been discussed a great deal ,
nothing has come forward .     Somewhere along the way the Town has to
look at resolving the violation that it is currently in.     As such ,

because of some of the stipulations that Planning '&  Zoning is placing

on us as far as putting a building up,   I could not support spending

this money with the way the economy is right now.
i

Mr .   Zandri :     It is unfortunate that the previous administration has
left us with this problem that has to be solved .     I have asked many

times at the meetings when we discuss this issue if anyone has any

ideas on this and no one ' seems to be coming lip with any ideas to
solve the problem .     Even with the Legion,   the amount of parking

spaces we can possibly get out of the parcel of land still does not

bring this building into compliance with the parking .     You will only

gain 20 parking spaces .     This particular project across the street
will net an additional 48 parking places for the Town Hall in addi-

tion to what is needed for the building that will have to be con-

structed there .     The total estimated cost for those 48 parking places

and the cost of the whole project is approximately  $ 750 , 000 .     That

is the land ..   the building and a parking facility .     I
look at it as

the building being constructed is a bonus .     It is costing ' us that

amount of money for that amount of spaces and the building is a

plus .     If the Town cannot utilize the building for its own needs ,   we

can put the facility up for lease .     It will definitely solve the

problem here and I think that we,  should go forward with it .

Ms . ' Papale :     I think that the house on the property is part of the
deal .     Will the present owner be ` responsible for getting that build-
ing off of the property if the Town decides to buy it?

Atty.   Ed Loughlin ,   150 S .   Main Street :  As the Council well knows

that there was some discussion for a long period of time that in-

deed a contract has been prepared.    The contract speaks for itself .

I am not aware that it is my client ' s obligation to raze the present
structure .     I don' t recollect that being part of the contract .

Mayor Dickinson:     The Town Attorney indicates that it is not the

responsibility of the present owner to do so .     I don ' t think that

the record should be left to reflect what Mr .   Zandri said regarding

the fact,  that the Legion will not bring us into compliance with

the parking requirements .     The American Legion would bring us into

compliance with the other changes that we have made .     
There would

be no reason for us to be interested in purchasing that;  property

if it would not bring us into compliance .

Mr .   Zandri :     Mayor,   how does that bring us into compliance if we

are only gaining 20 spaces for parking over there?

Mayor Dickinson:     It is a combination of the spaces over there plus
the' changes ' we have made out there .     We have added another 8 spaces
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and then with that property ,   I believe that a couple more have been
added with the re- aligning of the rear .     We end up with 120 spaces

which is exactfy what we need to comply.

Mrs .   Duryea We have been in Zoning violation
for  'a very long time

and it has been taken very lightly.     I believe P  &  Z just voted on

destroying construction that was done illegally.     We have been

itting here in violation ,   asking for other a. lternative' s ,   yes ,   it is

lot of money to spend ,   but no one else is allowed to ; be in viola-

ion; the lway the Town has been for the past 3 years .     As much as I

don' t like at this time to spend the money ,   we don' t have any other

solutions that have been brought to us;,  that are reasonable .     
We, have

been asking for requests for a very long time and this is the only

one that has been reasonable .     Yes ,  we have the Legion next door but,

they have not given us any answers and they may not ever do so .   I

have been in contact with them to no avail .     At this time I will vote

for the property .

Sal Falconieri .   281 Grieb Road :     I am the Secretary to the Board of
Trustees and we have received 2 proposals from the Town of Walling
ford„  Mayor Dickinson.     These proposals are being taken under con-
ford ,

by the Legion .     We will have a meeting in January and

make our recommendations to the membership .     The membership will have

10 days or 60 days to decide which brings you into February or  'March .

f you want anymore information from the Legion,   please contact the

Board of Trustees .     you will not get an answer as to sell ,  ' lease ,

rent ,   etc . ,  until at least March.

Mrs Duryea:     That is the problem ,   the length of time .

Mr .   Falconieri :     That is your problem when you
moved into this

building and broke the law .     We have a Board of Trustees now that
is a little more intelligent than you thought we are ,

Mrs .   Duryea :     If you have had some bad negotiations over the past
few months it has not come from this Council .     I wish you would put

the ; blame where it belongs .

Mr .   Falconieri :     Who are we dealing with?    The Town ,   the Mayor?

Mr .   Killen:     Last time we dealt with the Legion we were promised
an  'answer in short time ,   that was quite a few months ago .

Mr .   Falconieri :       We did not receive the proposal for ' 2 months after

that meeting .

Mr .   Killen :     Wc  made a proposal that afternoon and you were going to
Mr

back and discuss it .   you were going to hold a meeting'   
immediately

and you had a meeting that d-,, as posted
in ` the pa,,)er ,,   7 ' never sa.w what

the results of it  ere and now it is ongoing and ongoing .     There has

been no bad faith on the part of the Town of Wal 1 ' ingfc rd and I am
not claiming bad faith on the part of

the Legion ,   but , they are in no

hurry .     If they do not wish to hurry ,   I can' t blame them ,   that is

k and put itin our park here
their right to do so Don ' t come bac

r;
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that we are not trying to deal with you in good faith.     You,, are deal-

ing with the entire Town of Wallingford .

Mr .   Falconieri•:     We need to deal with i or 2 individuals .

Mr .  Killen:     We were there .

Mr .   Falconieri :     We received 2 proposals ,  we brought them to our

membership ,   our membership told us to come back with more proposals .
That is where we stand now .

Mr .  Killen:     Youjust`  gave me information that I was not aware of .

Mr .  Falc: onieri :     I don ' t know who the Mayor is contacting ,   he is not

contacting the Board of Trustees .     It will be turned over to the

membership for a "'vote in February ; or March ,   that is when you wi l 1

know.

Mr . _ Norman Fishbein: _  I would like to understand how the total cost '

of this project will be  $ 700 , 000 .     I cannot believe that if you

extract  $370 , 000 to buy the land that you will be able to put up
a building of the scope of the previously proposed size for a price
of  $ 370 , 000 which was stated by Mr .   Zandri .

Mr .   Zandri :     The scope of the previously approved
project,  would not

totally be put in on this particular project .     The only thing that

will be constructed is the building that is close to Main Street .

Thesize of that building was,  reduced
from 6 , 000 sq .   ft .   to 4 , 000

sq . ; ft .     The cost was projected at  $ 80 - 00 sq .   ft .   equalling

320 , 000 .

Mr . . Fishbein Does that include the marking ,   the paving ,   draining ,

etc. ?

Mr .   Zandri :     Yes .

Mr . ' Fishbein:     It was mentioned that if the Town were not going to

use it,  the property would be leased .     I would contest that as being

a combination of public and private parking on one piece of property.
I don' t ; think that you can do'  that under the

regulations .     It is

simply my opinion but I think that you are combining two different
uses and will not conform ,   in my opinion ,   into the regulations that

parking must'  be on the same property or abutting to the use for
which it is intended",

Mr .  Hale :     What.   is another month or two to wait for the Legion after

all this time has passed in violation?

Mr . ' Musso :     We have gone along for 3 wears in violation .   we can go '

along for another 300 years if it is necessary .     We don ' t have to

do something right away,   there is no one lighting a fire under you .

Mrs'.   Duryea Do you" feel that if a proper building was placed on

the property with a barrier along the side ,   whether itbe large

evergreens or what ever , ' it  'might be  'a little more tolerable than
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F

what is there now Mr .   Fishbein?

Mr .   Fishbein:     For the record ,  when Mr .   Bolyan came in and got his
approval from Planning  &  Zoning .   I did not oppose it ,   I had some

concerns about the way that it would be dealt with and that we

would be afforded a certain amount of privacy and aesthetic appear-
ance .     We do have concerns ,   but certainly an appropriate building

there is far better than what exists as this point .     We have talked

with the Town Attorney as well as the  'Down Engineer to try to work

out something that would make the traffic situation a littleless

onerous to us .     In principle ,   there are things that could be talked

about  ': in answer to your question .

Mr .   Killen:     Thank you ,   Mr Fishbein for your attitude .     It helps

quite a bit .     It is number one in my book to try to work something
out for the neighbors as far as traffic .     We do  , have rules and

regulations which state that we are supposed to have  " X"   number

of parking spaces .     We have been here 2 1 / 2 years or more and

in violation the entire time .     We can wait and wait ,   but I don ' t

believe in the double- tiered concept of employee's in this build-

ing going out to the public telling them they must comply with

certain regulations yet ,   we fail to do so ourselves .;    Time is of

the essence ,   we must Beep moving along .     There is a,  market out

there for real estate .     We have had other offers thrown at us

but by the time you finish demolition,   the cost of it is pro-

hibitive .     This Council has gone over this issue forward and

backward .     This seems to be the number one solution .   If we are

wrong,  we have been wrong before .     We are not wrong because,  we

haven ' t explored every avenue ,   we have listened this evening .

In actuality ,  we have not learned anything more except your feel-
ings of which most have been economical .     I can understand that

very well .     The facts of the economics will not change the fact .

that we are in violation and we must do something .     It is our

problem and we need to do something about it .     We are working

on your behalf and doing the best we can.     The two logical avenues

right now are the ' Legion and 88 S .   Main St .     The Legion is not

moving right now so we are trying the one a-cross the street .

Mr .   Musso did not agree with Mr .   Killen.     He suggested waiting

for the Legion since the Town has been in violation this long.

Mr .   Gessert stated that no one property owner on Main Street is

getting  $ 370 , 000 for 3/ 4 acre of land .     He was opposed to paying

top dollar for the land in a recession.

Mrs,   Johanna,  Fishbein .   412 East Main St . :     ' There has been much

discussion this evening ,   is it a matter of life and  ' death between

now and March?    Just as you did not want.   to be rushed with the

Boys  &  Girls Club because you didn ' t really know just what you

wanted to : do about it at this point you should wait for the Legion.

It is not a mattes of life and death .     Consideration should he

given to that very thought .

Mr .   Killen:     We have no guarantee that by March we will have an
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offer from the Legion .     Nor dc'  we know that this property at 88 S .

Main Street will still be available if the Legion turns us down.
We do not have. a l ternat i ves .

Atty .   Ed Loughlin:     I would like to reassure people that this so-

called parking problem has been exhaustively reviewed for I don ' t

know how long and there certainly has been a.  spirit of good faith

negotiations between the Town and Mr .  Boylan .     If ,   in fact ,   we are

talking about good faith ,   Mr .   Boylan has been patient ,   not that he

should be rewarded for it ,   but this agreement has been  ' reached

after full consideration of every factor that should be reasonably
considered .     I can ' t promise the property will or will not be sold

three months from now but it should be noted that this is not the

first time this matter has come up .     It is so easy to be against

everything .     The predominance of comments is usually,  against what-

ever is proposed at a public hearing .     If you do nothing you will

never make a mistake .     I can attest to the fact that this has been

a long standing problem in consideration ,   the values of the property

have been confirmed and the matter has been exhaustively reviewed
and I urge the Council to take action one way or another this even-

ing . vening
Ron Gregory,   59 Bill Ave, :     Isn ' t there any way that someone on

the Council or from the Town can ' sit down with the Legion and
in good faith try to get at Least some feeling or answer from

them before March?   i.

Mr .   Falc'onieri explained that due to internal procedure require-

ments of the Legion,'  they are not able to give the Town an answer
prior to March.

Mr .  Gregory extended his  .sympathy to the Council on this issue .

He felt that  $ 370 , 000'  seemed too much for the property.

Mr .   Killen reminded Mr .   Gregory that the Town would not be getting
the Legion space for  $ 1 . 00 .     It will cost over  $ 300 , 000 and then

we will only have partial;  space and they will have; the use of it.

for 20+  years .

Mr .  Gregory asked if there are any other properties in the area

to be considered?    Have all other options been exhausted?

Mr .   Killen:     We have had offers for two other areas ,   one would

never come close ,   the building would have to be demolished and
two ,   50 S .   Main St . ,   in checking with the Town Planner ' s Office
the building;  itself needs every parking space that it has over

there .     The other alternative` was to demolish the building at
quite a cost .

Mayor Dickinson:     We are in,  the midst of an appraisal on another

site that would necessitate a change in regulations as fa.r as

distance from the Town Hall ,     I wouldn' t not want to have that

mentioned as ' something that is being looked into.
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going to cost either way .
Mr .  Gouveia:     The bottom 5tn$

325 , 000 for 20
is that it is

paces which equntsco ts .

The Legion is going to co _
16 , 250 per space

not counting  -any
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site impro

When you compare
that to
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bs 48 parking p
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Mr .   Solinsky:     With 88 S .   Main St',   you are looking at  'about 2

years before the property will be available .     You need to go

to bonding for the building ,   etc .

Mr ..   Ki l l. en:     No way.

Mr .   Solinsky :     What gets' down at budget or less?    People get ideas

and thedollars grow higher .     We cannot control that once the

property is ' bought .

Mr .  Killen: -  We have already; looked at a proposed building that
will goon that  _spot" because '' it has to match certain aspects or

we could not go forward with it .     We all have an idea of what

the building would be like and worth.*    I am not here to debate

anyone ' s right to vote against it if they so desire .

Mr .   Solinsky :     As far as being in violation,  don ' t we _ get extensions

Mayor?

Mayor Dieliinson:     Yes ,   there . have been extensions and I have in-

dicated-- in the past that ,   in the near future ,   T am not in support.

of putting a building up .     I ` can' t say that the purchase of the

property is an incorrect investment ,   but for the short range of

plans I cannot support putting up,  a building .     I think;  that we should

have a real plan as to who is going to use the building and exactly
how it is needed .     T don' t like putting up a building to obtain

parking .     There is another site that is being appraised that could

very well solve all the  'parking needs That is aside from the

Legion issue.     I reiterate that I cannot see a building going up
in the future as long as everyone is aware that is the framework

within this :as being accomplished .     There is an awful lot of planning
that would have to be completed before a building . could be initiated .

Mr ."  Killen :     I feel that you are being unfair to this particular
Council .     We have a problem that we are wrestling with and I ,   as

well as others ,  ;have suggested that the employees cooperate by

parking elsewhere and so forth .     I cannot even get an answer from

your office as to hour many employees we have driving here on a
daily basis .     It is easy to refer to the dollars spent and say
l. hat you cannot go along with this ,   I. can '- t go along with this and

I oven property in Town of which I pay taxes on and I am in no
hurry to put up a building over there .     But for some strange reason

I take my duties seriously .

Mayor Dickinson:   Are you saying that I don ' t take  'my duties serious-

ly?

Mr .   Killen:     I am getting that impression because you are saying

that you are pushing every way that you can to expedite this
particular thing ,   I don' t see it that way.

Mayor Dickinson:     It was approximately 1 1/ 2 years ago that it

was suggested that we lease spaces and immediately comply.     That

was` not ' proved and we have been fussing around with this one way
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or another ever since .     I think that the Legion property is very
valuable to this property .     I do not support the construction of a

building and I have been very direct and up front about that from
the beginning .     It is being represented as if 88 S .  Alain St .   is an

immediate plan that a building go up and I feel that I have to in-

dicate as

n-

dicatelas I have on every other occasion that ,   at this time ,   I am

not supportive of putting up a building .

Mr'.   Killen:     Do you think that we want to put up a building simply
because everyone here thinks that a building would look good on

that particular spot .     The same regulations that order us to have
more parking available here also states that we have to have some
sort of a building over there .

Mayor Dickinson:     What may solve all of this is the sitethat is

being appraised .     I would hate to see that lost because we lose

a willingness to go with that option over this issue I don ' t

think this is an incorrect purchase ,   I think it is an investment

to the Town ,   I can ' t say what it may be useful for 5 10 years

from now.     I know the money issue is an important one ,   however ,

I think that it is also the case that when times are slow is often

the time to make purchases .     With all of that said we are right

g
back to square 1

Mr .   Parisi :     I think that Mrs .   Fishbein put it very well .     It is

not a matter of life and death.     A three month wait for the Legion

or the other piece of property that is being appraised just may

produce a.  very viable alternative .     I understand your position ,

Mr .   Chairman ,   but taking the length of time that we have been in

violation and looking at only an additional 3 months ,   for the.  gfood

of the Town I don ' t believe waiting is being unreasonable .

Mr .   Killen:     Fair enough .

Mrs .   Duryea :     I have a big problem with you proposing   :
his tonight

at this meeting at this time .       I think that it would have been

nice if we had been contacted before this so that we could have
discussed it .     There have been other options that you .   yourself,

have Oone after that you have not told us about that:   I found out

about through the grapevine which was purchasing 3 houses on
Prince Street and demolishing themandputting up a parking lot .

Mayor Dickinson:   That has been no proposal of mine .     It was not

from my office I can assure you .

Mrs .   Duryea :     That was what was told to me .     Why are you bringing:

this up  ' tonight? _

f Mayor Dickinson:     What is   " this" ?

Mrs .   Duryea :     Your new proposal of a new site?

Mayor Dickinson:     You are all aware of it ,   it is n(-) t a new site .

The appraisal was approved .   it was discussed at a previous time .   you

t.
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are all aware of the site .     It is nothing new I can assure you .
Everyone on the Council knows that it has been discussed at a previous

mee'ting'.     I am just  'reiterating that the option is still there and

we have not received the appraisal yet .

Mrs .   Duryea :     There is a distance problem isn' t there?

Mayor Dickinson:     Yes ,   but the site would solve a.' number of munici-

pal parking issues for other departments .   I would hate to ,   over this

issue , _ lose the abi l it.y to purchase that site because I think'  that ;
it is more valuable for parking purposes.     What you are mentioningi

with regards to Prince Street ,   I don' t know who you heard that-.  from

but I have had no direct contact with anyone regarding a purchase
of' anything ' on Prince Street .     There has been no letter or contact
from my' office whatsoever .

Mr .'  Bradley, moved the prior question ,   Mr .   Holmes seconded it

VOTE:     Bradley ,', Holmes,   Parisi  &  Solinsky ,   no ;   all others ,   aye;

motion  'duly carried

PUBLIC QUEST- ION _&  ANSWER PERIOD

Mr .  Edward Musso ,   56 Dibble Edge Road :     No  . one mentioned the Wooding

parking slot ' that you could have gotten there .     It is funny how

everyone can forget what they discussed .     What did Wooding want for

leasing their parking spaces?

ITEM  # 2 Confirm Reappointment of William Lyons III to the Personnel
and Pensions Appeal  ' Board Requested by the Mayor ' s Office .

Mr .   Bradley read the accompanying correspondence from the Mayor into

the record

VOTE:     Duryea Holmes  &  Parisi were absent ;   all others ,   aye :   motion

duly carried .

ITEM-  3;  Approve' the Waiver of the Bidding Process and R . F . P .   to

Award a Contract to a Firm Recommended by the Finance Comm. it.t€' e for

the Study of the Electric Division as Requested by the Finance:
Committee .

Mr .   Bradley: made the motion Ms Papale seconded it .

Mr .   Bradley read correspondence into  :the record from himself as

Chairman of the Finance Committee in ' reference to ' a formal recommen-

dation for a consultant to perform the Electric Division Study.

He proceeded to provide background on   , hat exactly has transpired

with the Finance Committee during the entire process of selecting

a consultant to recommend to the Council 1

Ms . ' Papale brought to the Council ' s attention the fact that the
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L

n they r e

there
problem with the Water

Division

f®reSludge Remonaly

appeared before the
Council with an R. F .  the action.

They solicited
proposals prior to the

Council approving

the

She asked if the Finance Committee dT.
Water Division had done?

r ,   Bradley stated no .     
He asked that he be allowed to continue

the historical
background on the entire

process
which would

ith

xplain why it isnot a similar case .
l e

Bradley began his
formal

presentation
to the Council .   

Mr •

he process

wZandri
Mr .
outlined

hich began with a
formal request by

at the July 12 ,   1990 Town Council  )`
Meeting to have the Finance Commit-

tee perform a study
of the Town of Wallingford Electric' Divsion .

That study included the following :

to Perform a study of our electric rates and how our future
rates should be set

of the

study the service we are receiving and the efficiencyto f ra.t i. can
Electric DivisionnIs

overall op '

what amount of money
does this division

need in reserve to run

i its operation?     
what should

in looking at the
Electric Division as a

business ,       

toto the

we expect to
receive from

thisoperation

an escalator should be
Town on a yearly

basis and what type

applied to this yearly rate .

by the
Council ,   Mr .   Zandri amended his motion to

After
discussionan outside

c Division study and report back tohave the Finance
Committee Ovetrie the

cost of hiring

August

consultant
to perform the Elea

of the Town Council in

the`. Council at the
last

regua
aieeetng

of  ' 1990 .     The motion duly
d .

st meeting of
the Fina

of

nce Committee was held
July 18 ,   1990 the f

f hiring a
consulta-Tit to perform the study .

to begin the process selected from a Directory of
An R. F . F . Chas developed ,   

companies were Regulatory

Consultants as compiled b`'  
the

atronnsalsAssociation
and the Financa t

Utility
Commissioners,  to solicit p p

to the
respective

individuals

C ommittee then ,
lTanded the information

o er to the
Furahasing  = „

en

for his r°evie`°=  
and

subsequent mail

on the
consultant

list .     

r to the fa ' that,

Eight proposals were
received_  

one w

e . 

teTretcommittee.  develoi.'c' rlan-g

it was received
after the c: u "  o

to ascertain: the top , three
and agreed upon

criteria to be used system was used to
r

gradiTl.

didates to interview
for the study .

rate the candidates.
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Ms .   Papale was in favor of the study and felt it was in everyone ' s

best interest and hoped that it would help to better understand the
Division and its operations .  ''  She wanted to see the difference

between how ">this> R. F;. P..   was handled as opposed to the Water Division .

Mr .  Gouveia ,   who is a member of the Finance Committee ,   explained that

the committee did work through the Purchasing Agent which was totally
different than what the Water Division had done .     The division came

up with a few names ,   requested three price quotes overthe phone

and then the day before they were due to come before the Council they

received one letter that was faxed to them approximately 2 months
after the other quotes had been received The Council ' s problem with

that was that the market was being compared at two different dates
in time ,

Ms .   Papale was riot insinuating that the Finance Committee had done

anything  .- irong , `` she  , just wanted an explanation of  'how the hrooess
had worked differently between the Water Division and the Finance
Committee .     She was confused as to how the committee Could Solicit

R. F. P . s without getting a waiver of the bidding process?

Mr .   Killen explained that an - error had occurred and if the motion

carries this  -evening then it will correct the situation .

Mr .   Zandri felt ,   as well as the Finance Committee members ,   that

when he amended the motion for the committee to oversee the cost
of hiring a consultant to perform a study of the Electric Division

it was understood that the committee would go out to solicit
quotes for the study.     Upon an affirmative vote ,  the committee

felt it had ,, the ' Council ' s approval to seek R. F . P .' s .

Mr .   Killen pointed out that there was no formal motion to waive

the bidding process

At this time Mr .   Bradley explained to the Council'  how the committee

arrived at its decision to recommend Camp Dresser  &  McBee as the

consultant who would perform the study of the Electric Division

should the Council approve the funds .

Mr .   Bradley:     On November 2E',   1990 the Finance Committee met to

evaluate the outcome of the three interviews and to make a re-
commendation to the Town Council After discussion a consensus

was reached by the committee to  'recommend Camp Dresser  &  McKee

to the Council While all three candidates have excellent qual -
ifi-cations and their price instructions are somewhat.  similar ,

CDM  ( Camp Dresser  &.  McKee )  stood out from the others for the

following reasons :
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l

excellent understanding of the scope of study

performed a . review of the Town' s and the Electric Division ' s
financial statements prior to preparing

their technical pro-

posal

presented a descriptive technical
proposal that related

directly to the 5 primary objectives outlined by the committee
presented a detailed cost proposal

and a menu of options from

which the committee could select
different tasks

was the only company to present a formal presentation to the

committee during the interview process

geographic location was a plus from a
standpoint on travel

and relative location of the Town of Wallingford

In conclusion ,   the Committee had spent many
ours at meetings ,   

re-

viewing and grading proposals
and preparing a final

proposal of

recommendation to this Council .     The committee thanked Mr .   Dunlevy ,

Purchasing Agent and Mr .   Myers ,   Comptroller ,   for their input on

the development of the R. F . P.     The Committee also extended
its

thanks to the Town Council Secretary,   Kathryn F .   Milano for her

extra effort in preparing the final report for the Council .     The

Committee recognized the fact that the Town of Wallingford Electric
Division is a valuable asset to the taxpayers of the Town of Wall-

ingford and ullingford , and as such ,   the Town should expect a reasonable profit
from its utility .

One objective of the study is to determine
just that ,  while main-

taining the integrity of the utility.     knowinglg, ,   $45 , 000 is a

large sum of money to be spent in recessionary times ,   but Mr .   Bradley

was optimistic the study will show additional
revenue sources are

available for the Town.     With additional
revenue sources in hand ,

we will be able to alleviate some of the tax burden the Town may

be under in the coming fiscal year .

Mr .   Bradley turned the presentation over to the other Finance
Committee members for additional

input .     He also noted that Mr .

Dave Russell .   Principal Management Consultant withCamestpres
and McKee was present

this evening to answer any duon

Council may have

Mr .   Parisi explained that he was ill during the greater part of

deliberations by the committee ,   
however ,   he did receive tdpes ' Of

the meetings t.o listen to and he felt that the committee lhad
worked, very diligently and was

fair in reaching their conclusion .

He felt that CDM was head and shoulders
above all the applicants .  '

Mr .   Gouveia gave a brief description of how the grading system
worked .     Criteria was established from the

objectives out fined

and each of the committee members graded the app 1, i cants at home .
individually .     At the next meeting .   

those committee members nre, ent

4'     
compared and compiled their grades to determine the three top
candidates for interviewing All of the

interviews were carefully

and thoroughly reviewed by the committee .     Camp Dresser  &  McKee

rated highest with the most
thorough,   professional

presentation .
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Mayor Dickinson asked that the record reflect that.  Mr ,   ltav stnitth

is out of State on Electric Division business and had arranged for
Mr'.   RobertBeaumont'  to attend the meeting in his place .     Unfortun-
ately ,   Mr .   Beaumont called prior to the meeting to announce tie is
i1' 1 and unable to attend .     The Division,   in general ,  " projected

interest and support for the Study.     One question raised was whether
the firm would ' be ` interviewing employees of the Electric Division
and P. U . C .   members ,   etc . ,   as part of the study? `'  How will the

study be conducted`)

Mr .   Dative Russell  ,of Camp Dresser  &  McKee :   Initially ,   we will sit i

down with the Finance Committee and lay out the plans as to how
we will go ' about doing the study .     We have our own procedures
and methods' ,   but we want to talk with tale committee directly
and make sure that what we would like to do is what they envision
as being the proper method .     Certainly ,   we would recommend in-

terviews with employees of the utility ,   the utility commission ,
and others who have jurisdiction  ( i . e . ,   F . E . R. C . ) .     That ` would
be the primary  'source of information,   interviews and the "review-
ing of all  'data and reports c: urrently available .

Mayor Dickinson:     khat would he the availability date of ' a written
report?

Mr .   Russell :     The ultimate deliverable would be a.  detailed ,
comprehensive report that would describeour methodology ,   approach,,

how we went about the study ,   precisely what we found and detailed
recommendations that we do make .:   We estimate that the entire
process will take along the order of 3- 4 months .     I have prepared
a milestone schedule which I gave to Mr .   Bradley this evening
which describes ,   in detail ,   progress reports , , when they will be
made ,   and when we will meet with the committee and the full Council
once o final dra. f t.   is prepared

Mayor Dickinson`:     Has your firm performed a study for other public '
utilities in this manner?

Mr ,   Russell :     Yes .     We have performed many ,   both on the electric
side ,   gas utilities ,   and also water arid waste water utilities .`

Mr .   Holmes :     If ,   upon the completion of Phase I ,   is there any need
to go forward with any of the other phases of the project at this
tim=e?

Mr .   Bradley explained that Phase I does cover all the tasks out-

lined by the Finance Committee except for one .     That being the
operations study .     It adds an additional 530 , 000 to the overall
price .     It was considered but the committee felt that the ' overall
efficiency of the division is very good and that ` phase of the

study was not necessary .

Mr .   Russell :     It was our recommendation after extensive thought
that the Town would best be served by going ahead with the other
four parts of the project .     .rust because of the nature of the
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good understanding of the opera-
Work involved ,  we would get a very g
tion of the utility and where there might be specific problem areas
or areas that stand out and could result

in significant savings .

We would  ;.highlight those areas in our report .   
At the end of the

report we would ,   if the Council wanted to go further ,   
focus on those

specific  ' issues and give you a second
proposal  broad I

wouldl

analysis .)

expect

to be significantly
less than the 530 , 000 a..

r .   Holmes :     It seems the arguments
that have been made over the

get from its utilities ,
ears as to how much money should the Town
ne of the driving forces behind the revenue received is what goes

into the rates .     That was under Phase III that will not be tackled

under your proposal "'-

Mr .   Russell:     It was our recommendation
all

I . 

but t=he opera
iati

g

portion of the study, would be covered n

phases go considerably  'beyond what the Town really needs at this
point .     Phase II would be a full cost f

sroadCeIathinktion
study ,

it may be something you may want down
hapslit would be more

appropriate for the- divi. sion, to
contract for

ird

those services directly if .   in fact ,   those arstudies lare tr`

adihe     ,  
ion

phase would be the rate design study .     
Those

aly :very detailed and
tend to be fairly

costly -

he
i c, we nuch

tlleare
l'

ut lit.y

however ,   at,  the rates ,   what;  traise

is charging now ,   and we will
project what we think is a.  

reasonable

level of rates that should be charged in the future to recover the

costs that are being reasonably
incurred .

Mr .   Holmes :     In your opinion ,   
this  $ 45 . 000 study ,   is i.' t or is it

not, going to be adequate
to answer all the questions that havebeen

presented over the years to the utility?    
Does the committee project

going further down the road into another study?

1r .   Bradley :     I don ' t ,   not at this time as far as
oing thateroute

into

the= overall
operation .     I don' t envision

f
objties will

Mr .   Russell :     Let me reiterate ,   
all

ref ortewithPone` 

possiblebe
satisfied at the completion of of p

exception of a detailed revie
efficiency .     We will be able

ooidentify c.ertain

the operations in
ciencies

of

ifif they exist .     
Without the operations study

you will nothave

specific answers to all of those issues,  you will hit all the

major issues ,

Mr .   Holmes :     You will be able to tell us

adollars

pert
fyear fro'

mv
that we should be receiving 1'   amount of

the utility .

Mr .   Killen asked what the payment
in- lieu- of taxes would l:)P

predicated on?

s .

Mr .   Russell :     Generally ,   the basiana`

withinthe
tol

eratilitv
ionTlwithtnti. be

the value of the assets in place

community including the land .     There are some other methods used

s.
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and we would make comparisons between the two methods ,   or at least
two ,   perhaps three ,   to insure that the current level is reasonable .

Mr .   Killen :     Your recommendations would be based on mathematics
rather than legalities?

Mr .   Russell :     The analysis will be based on analytical methods .
We will certainly consider the legal issues .   We would not be able
to give opinions ,   per se ,   but we could give our view in terms of
what has been done in other  ,jurisdictions including CJ .   and how
it >>may ' apply here

Mr .  Parisi :     I would like to pursue a matter of a statement being '
attributed to me in the minutes of the first Finance Committee

meeting that escaped me until this time I would like to discuss

this further with Mr .   Bradley later .

Mr .  Solinsky :     Is the  $ 45 , 000 the maximum on this?

VOTE:     All ayes ;   motion duly carried .

ITEM  # 4 Consider and Approve a Transfer of Funds in the Amount of

45 , 475`.. 00 from Contingency to Professional Services Electric

Division Study  -  Finance Committee

Motion was made by Mr .   Bradley,   seconded by Mr .   Zandri .

The Transfer of Funds will be from Account titled Contingency,
Reserve for Emergency ,   Acct .   # 8050- 3: 1. 90 1'. o Account:,   Lit 1 c.[1 Profession-

al

rofession-

al Services Electric Division Study,   $ 45 , 475 . 00 Acct .   # 1110- 9002 .

VOTE:     Killen,   no :  all others ,   aye ;   motion duly carried .'

Mr .   Holmes made ' a motion,  to Move Addendum  # 2 up to the Next Order
of Business ,   seconded by Mr .   Parisi

VOTE:     All ayes;   motion duly carried .

The Chair declared a five minute recess'.

ADDENDUM  # 2 Consider and Approve a Wai - er of Bid and Approval of

Corresponding Transfer in the Amount of 521 . 500 . 00 to Allow the'
National Golf Foundation to Conduct a Three Phase Stud-  Regarding

the Feasibility of Constructini-  a  ' Municipal Golf Course in Walling-
ford .

Motion has made by Mr .   Holmes to Waive the laid to  : Mow the

National Golf F' oundat. i on to Conduct.  a ThrF,( r Pha --,Fr Study R(-+bra rd i ns;
the Feasibility of Construe-ting'  a Municipal Golf Course in ka. l1 -

ingford seconded by Mr .   Parisi..'

I '

Mr .   Holmes explained that approximately 4 months ado the.  Council
approved forming a.  three - memb r Sub- committee to investigate the

possibility of constructing a  .golf course in Town .       Robert Parisi ,
Susan Duryea and Steve Holmes sat`  on the committee .     From an
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conomic ' standppint there are some good
benefits for the Town to

go ahead with the project .     He went on to say that today ,   Golf

is a  $ 20 ' billion/ yr .   market. .     By the year 2 , 000 it is estimated that

it will double• to  $40 billion/ year market with 30 million people
playing this sport ,     I.  

think.  that Wallingford is in an excellent

position to take advantage of the growth in this market .     Currently

we own the required acreage to build a.  facility and this will

eliminate one of the major costs associated with eonstr•uct. ing a
golf course .     Originally the Town purchased this land in the area

and it was designated for open space and recreation.   
I t, h i nk that

the .'construction of a municipal
golf course will fulfill this need .

It will also ensure that future development will not occur in this

area ,     The major concern raised
is whether or not this will be

a drain on the taxpayer .     In my ohiliion.   I don ' t believe it will 17e

a drain on the taxpayer .     The commit. tee focused on discovering'
whether a municipality  %A').]%A').](:)l.     is currently operating a 9011 c:nurse is

making a profit .   
loss or not covering their

operations .     Trrclu i r i es

were made to Rockledge ,   W .   Iartford ;   Richter Park .   Danbury ;   Laurel

View ,   Hamden;   Smith- Richardson ,   Fairfield ,     In each of these cases

the municipalities are realizing that the operations are covering
their costs arid ,   in most,  cas(- s ,   are making a profit

for the Town

in excess of Sloo . 000 .     But profitability is a function of mane

factors ,   first and foremost is the golf market .     Can a.  golf.   course

sustain itself with a number of available
golfers taking into

consideration existing competing facilities and also the location,

type of golf course we can construct
in Wallingford?     It is a. t this

juncture that I feel additional
expertise is needed .     When you talk

about the average cost of developing a municipal golf course ,   it

is roughly  $ 2- 3 million.     I feel that the money we contemplate

spending tonight ,   which equals   . 70 of 1%  of any potential
project

would be money well spent .     With some proper planning ,   
we can have

a first class facility which can economically sustain
itself without

being a drain on the taxpayer ,

Mr .   Parisi :     Are we requesting a bid waiver because the rational
Golf Foundation is the only one that conduct this?

Mr .   Holmes ;     To my knowledge ,   it:   is the only entity that sceeif ical l 7

concentrates on a promotion of go l f
throughout,   the r.ouni. r  ,  and i t

is interesting that I came across them by readinj an article   ; T)

Golf magazine .     They are specifically
organized to explore the DORSI-

bilities of golf courses in the United States .     If you are log ping to

spend a large amount of money ,  
you want the experts in the field .

Mr .   Solinsky :     Is it all wide open as far as managingthe course ?

Is this something that:  the st. udy would show?

fir ,   Holmes:     This is a three phase study .     
Phase I would be tilt'

Market Demand .  Site Evaluation would be Phase II and a Financial
Analysis,   Phase III .     The nuts and bolts would be to determine
whether or not you have the traffic in the area to sustain a.  

golf

e capabilities ,   
competing facilities .

course .     
Demographics ,   incom

etc . ,   it is a wade array of factors that makes up the initial   ;tr, l

in determining whether or not
the area can support a golf

ourst.. >

After that has been determined if the Council so desires to pro-

i

a`

t

r`
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ceed with the rest of the study we would dothe
those questions

have been answered ,   
then we will decide whether

contracted out, or operate as a,  Town department ,     It is premature at

this point .

Mr .   Killen asked Mr .   Holmes if he had a specific site in mind?

Mr .   Holmes :  Yes ,   the area where the Satori property wa. s
located .

Mr .   Killen:     We dant want to wind up with a situation similar to

the Boys  &  Girls Club ,   we want to make sure
that the,   land is a.vail -

ab1e .

Mr .  Holmes :     I would make sure that we touched base with the Conser-
vation Commission ,   

Wetland Commission ,   Planning  &  Zoning ,   etc ,

Mr .   Bradley :     Was a written proposal
developed?

Mr Holmes : sent everyone ' one ,   I hoped that they received it in

time .

Mr .   Bradley Did the committee develop a ' prop osal ?

Mr .   Holmes :     NNa '.     Thas is the only org,:
inization

that

t1.

1.   
smeakare

of

that is : exclusively in the.  golf course l, casln

Mr .   Bradley :     I did notice in the proposal tha  t

eyi(
N do al

the

Golf

Foundation)  has been around since 1936 ,   butalso

paragraph it does state that it is one of the , nation ' s leading golf

course development consulting
organizations .     

There are others that

exist .

Mr .  Holmes :     They are golf course
consultants ,   you can get various

consultants>  once you contract to put , in a golf course .     This is

a background research organization.

Mr .   Bradley:   How did Sou go about contacting them?

Mr .   Holmes :     T had telephone conversations explaininboog

ouldour
inte

ests

and asked them for a do- it- yourself book .     This

to complete .     I did not think that it would be
3- 4 people 2 Nears

to do all
at

feasible for anyone up here tpr

ojdemographic
project

cash flow ,   construe-

we could expect on return
investmFnts ,   1

titan costs ,
facilities costs ,   r: t. c .   

f1l. hes-  

werrelor
to peorform this study .

tatted them.  a.gain to ask the
cost a

Mr .   Bradley :     iJn 1> age  # 5 crf t: h€ i r pror.,osa l .   under project c: oord i na-

tion ,   it states they will review with your committee and your
staff .     Who is your staff or is this the whole scope going to
blossom out once this takes off?

Mr .  Holmes :     The staff ,   we can have theq•:  meet,  with the Council or

the committee or we can proceed any way that the Council
feels is

in the best interest of the Town.
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gr ,  Bradley;     In their proposal it states that they will be conducting

interviews with individuals knowledgeable
about the local golf market .

How do they go about this?

Mr .   Holmes :     I ' m sure that they will be in contact , with the CT.   State

GolfAssociation who could direci;  them to the individuals they need

to talk to

r .  Bradley :    Under Phase 11 .   Site Selection,   they refer to working

Fith your chosen golf course architect .
M

mr .  'Holmes :     I would propose later on when we got to the funding

part;  of it ,   that we would just contract out for the Phase I ,   Market

Demand Study and amend the Transfer .     if
it comes back that we

cannot support a course in the area and that it will not sustain

itself ,   there is no need to go any further .     
Once we know that ,  then

we can go ahead and come back to the Council for a building committee ,

architect ,   etc . ,   to finish up Phase II  &  III .     Anything other than

knowing if a.' course can sustain itself is beyond what we should be

looking at right now :

Mr .   Bradley :     Do you feel that you are going to need an architect?

Mr .   Holmes :     We are going to have to redesign those plans that a.rc-r
in existence .     For the very simple reason that the 3- 6°  holes are

now soccer fields and softball fields .     We may wish to leave oven

our options , for expandability .

Mr .   Bradley :     Are we Looking at restaurant
facilities ,   snack bar?

Mr .   Holmes :_    If everything comes back
favorable ,   I envision a small

snack bar ,   no liquor .     I do not envision an ornate club house or a
restaurant facility other than a basic

hamburger ,   hot dog and chip

business .     I am going to need a lot of help and I ,welcome anyone

else to sit.  on the committee .     I think that we should
expand the

committee .   actually .

Mr .   Killen:     If you feel you need to expand ,   come: rorward at a

future meeting and ask before you are in too deeply .

Lester Slie ,   18 Green Street stated that with all of the golfers

that Wallingford has ..   they have to play out of
Town all these years .

There are two private golf courses that are not affordable,  by ; any
means for an average factory worker . '   Their fees are approximately

57 , 000/ year .     He pointed out that he has been payin;  taxes to the

Town for over 50 years and whenever a group asks for a golf course .
they get pushed aside

for other recreations that do not bring any  '

revenue into the Town.     All of the other municipa' 1 golf courses

in this State are making a
profit .     He encouraged the Council to

considers their ' vote carefully and to think of the'  chi ldrenfce4who
that

will

be future golf players in this Town.     They cannot pay the

private clubs want for the use of
their facilities .     Take care of

our own Town needs ,

t.
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Mr .   Walt Yaskot ,   288 N.   Main Street was the next,, to speak ,     Ile was
a former member of the Wallingford Country Club but sine„  the

addition of the funds for a new building he feltthat it was not
worth  $ 100/ round of golf and stopped playing .     He also urged the
Council to do something for the future golf players ,   women and

children and young °adolescents who enjoy or wi 1 l enjoy go1f but
at an afford'abl' e price .     The people in Berlin are haying  $ 125 . 00
to play golf 5- days a week .'   As " members'  they pay', $ 225 . 00/' wk' for
7 days of golf .     If you are from Wallingford'  or any other Town ,
you will pay  $ 600      $ 650 for the week .     That is not a lot'  of

money for the residents of Berlin but they have between 500
525 people going out to play golf a day.     In Meriden they have
between 450  -  475 ,   and they are making money and providing for
the community .     The people of Wallingford should consider this
and if it is not feasible ,   then we wi 1 l back off .     I think that
this could be the best  ' thing that could happen in the Town of
Wallingford if we can show that this could be a profitable
venture in a short period of time

Phil Wright ,   160 Cedar Street :     I am not opposed to spending a
little ,bit of money to have the study done but I` would like all

those who are supporting i. h. is to consider supporting a hockey
rink in this Town ,   I have three young grandsons who are travel } ing
30  -  40 miles away to play hockey ,   a:  16 '   canoe and a 12 '   } goat I
would like the opportunity to use .     This ` is" not the only thing
to be considering for recreation in this Town .

Fran Stupakevich ,   39 West Dayton Hill Road ,   Lyman Hall High
School Golf Coach :     I have been teaching golf for 10 years and
playing'  for 23 years at the Meriden Municipal Golf Course .     1

have been pumping my money into Meriden and would like to do so
in Wallingford .     There are a lot of kids on my team who love to
play golf and can ' t afford to .     They cannot go to the Farms ,
Pil'grim' s Harbor or the Wallingford Country Club it is too expen-
sive .     Please give this a lot of thought. .

Dave Stilson ,   Cheshire Road I whole heartily support this pro-
ject .     This project is beginning with a Tot of support but it
becomes an uphill fight when you begin talking about the bonding
and the funding`.    Coincidentally I have began playing golf ai.
the Berlin Golf Course in Iiensington and am currently the Seery--
tary of the Men' s Club.     With regard to market study ,.   there is

no question in my mind that there is an overwhelming demand for
golf in this area .     This club has more players than it can  ' handle ,
We are the point where we will be turning people away of the.
Men ' s Club .     With regards to juniors,   they play for free at Ken-
sington .     They have taken steps to s€- e to it that;   the young
golfers get the best service  ' they f)ossii ly can .     I would l ll e to
go on record as supporting this but you must realize it is a.  real
battle that is  ,lutist beginning .     Good  ' Luck . 

1

Mr .   Bradley asked the golfers in the audience what they felt was
a fair green fee for 18 holes of golf for a resident ?

Unidentified'  Respondent :     As far as green fees are concerned ,   the



Meriden residents ,   they have a senior rate
of  $ 250 . 00 for a five day

week.     I ' pay  $ 495 . 00 for the same pass because I am an out- of- towner .

p Ln out- of- towner at Meriden is  $720 . 00 and a regular resident
is

500 . 00 for a 7 day pass . ,    It is  $ 14 . 00 for 18 holes and  $ 16 . 00

for out- of- towners during the week ,   $
18 . 00 for out- of- towners .   If

we do build a • golf course you would have to establish an even
rate .     See what the other courses are charging and give the residents
a break and charge the out- of-

towners  , just a little more to collect

revenue .     If Mr .   Holmes needs any help he has a list of us seniors

who would be glad to help .

Mr .   Holmes thanked everyone who had
assisted in this project',

specially Tucker who was the telephone
contact person.

Mr .   Edward Musso ,   56 Dibble Edge Road felt this sales pitch should
have a guarantee with it .     He felt it was a pretty expensive sport

and felt there should be a guarantee that it will  'make money ,

Mr .   Holmes :     I would not be promoting
this idea if I thought that

we would have to take money out of the taxpayers pocket to a large

extent .

Mr .   Salvatore Falconieri ,   281 Grieb Road felt that it would not

cost the taxpayers in the Town one niekle .     Every ` course is making

money presently .

Margaret.  Dringoli ,   236 Hall Ave . ,   stated that her and her husband ,

were avid skaters and used the two rinks in Hamden and one in

Cheshire until they closed .     They closed due not only to the up-
keep but to the lawsuits .     They had to carry such

large amounts of

insurance due to the slightest of
injuries .     She ' would lave to

see.:  ice skating for the children but felt that it would be'  too ,

costly for insuranpe purposes ,   
therefore a golf course would be

better than an ice rink  ( in response to Mr .   Wright ' s comments) .

Mr .   Gouveia asked exactly how much was being appropriated this
evening for the study?

Mr .  Holmes explained that he originally
was asking for  $21 . 500

but to make it more palatable ,   
he had no problem seeking  $

10 , 000

for Phase I plus  $3 , 500 for out- of- pocket expenses .

VOTE:     All ayes ;   motion duly carried .

Mr .  Bradley made a motion to Consider and Approve a Transfer of
Funds in the amount of  $ 13 . 500 from Acct . ,   Contingency ,   Reserve

for Emergency acct .   #8050- 3190 to Acct . ,   
Professional Services

Golf Course Steady Acct .   #1110- 9003 ,   seconded by Mr .   Holmes .

Mr .   Holmes made a.  motion that if this study comes back L) Os i t: i v e and

it gets to the point that a building
phase will begin,   any money

that is bonded or used to finance the project ,   the committee will

take the money that was used for the study and reimburse the
j contingency account' ,   

seconded by fir .   Bradley.

VOTE:     Killen ,   no ;  all others .   aye ;   motion duly carried .

1'
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ITEM  # 10 Consider and Approve
Road Acceptances  ( 

8)  -  Planning

Zoning

I Wind Swept:  Hill 5 .     Old Pasture Court

s ,     Tom ' s Drive
2 .     Riverside Drive

7 .     Turnberry Road
3 Docker-  Drive Road-

8 .     Watrous harmRoad4'.     Stegos Drive

Motion was made by hr .   Bradley ,   seconded by Mr .   Holmes .

Mr .  Bradley noted that correspondence
a

received

edbythe
thattheY

Plannetging

Zoning Commission dated
this same

last night and did approve all of the ' roads except
for rom ' s

Drive .    Tie then amended the mit ion to , remove Tom ' s Drive from
the l ist of road ' acc;epLances ,   seconded by Mr .   Parisi .

VOTE:     Holmes was absent ;   
all others ,   aye ;   motion duly carried .

rove a Tentative Labor
Agreement i i. h

ITEM _ 1 1:    consider and Alai.

Local 12£32 requested by the
Personnel Department .

Mr .   Bradley read: 
correspondence.  from Mr .   Seadale ,   Direel. Or of

Personnel into the record .

Motion was made by Mr .   1' rad1ey ,   seconded by Ms .   Papale .

Mr .   Sol   :. sky asked if this goes along with the adjustments made
earl iur this year?

Mr .   Sharkey:     Yes it does ,     It is for a 3 year period beginning
roved that all

went into

January 1 ,   1991 Once the study was - app.

effect and put us back to square ' one where we should have 171een••
Now we go from there .

Mr .   Solinsky :     There are other dollars that
were Drought in line

besides the wages?

riecarillo of the law firm of Eisenberg'

Mr :  Dennis

Anderson,

Michal ik  &  Lynch There were several
issues on hent

theec

entraas
cte

usually are and you have a summary of the c han-de      
ar the

c'  

issues

a few of which are economic: ,   
several of  rii. c h are

involving arbitration.     
There are several

changes proposed here '

in terms of a package agreement

Mr .   Sol: insly :     On the wages .   are they c, La.ctlY a
they were approved

yg even furtl c r '
l)y the Counri l or arethcr'  r c got.

lr ,   Ciccari l lc, ,     The 17c: goi iations t'heicax' t`.3`
rent from'

rtherw

sIII
al

terms of percentage
increases for

ready in place and we are working
off of that in terms of nE:•go-

tiations .

Mr .   Bradley :     Section IXX ,   section I on page 12 .   can you explain

what that is please?
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k— Ar .   Sharkey:   It is almost impossible to find a health care plan that

is  "' equal "   to what Blue Cross/ Blue Shield offers .     No matter how

close they are there is always a slight wrinkle here or there so
to get the idea across ,   we changed the wording to comparable .     I ' m

not ' sure`; of: the legal ramifications of that .     This ' was ' part of the

overall tendency to have in all contracts that:   language so that

maybe in  .5 or 10 years if you wanted to go to a . different insurance

carrier ,   we would be able to .

Mr .  ' Bradley:     Same section ,   the Home  &  Office from  $ 100 to  $ 300 ,

what is  '''i t?

Mr .   Sharkey:     It means that under the plan,   most people have a

100 home and office rider ,     
That;   is how much will be covered by

the basic policy for most people during the year .     This is a

figure that has been in effect for ages .     You cannot:  go to the

doctor for  $ 25 . 00/ visit any longer .     Most physicians charge

55- 60 . 00 for an office visit .     It was a benefit that Local 1183

has.

Mr .   Bradley Please explain Article XXV1II ,   what;  exactly is a

zipper clause?

Mr .   Ciccarillo :     The current _Article XXVIII ,   the hart that existed

prior to this negotiation essentially said that whatever prior
l practices existed would continue on .     The current language basically

tries to ,   while it does not say that we have the privi' lege of
ignoring past practices ,   

the change in effect says ,   if you didn ' t

bring it up during this negotiationj
don' t try to ' bring it:  up

over the next  : 3 years .     You have had your chance in this bonding

session and that is the last chance you will have until the next;

contract is negotiated in 1993 .

Mr .   Bradley :     That applies to both parties?

Mr ,,  Ciecarillo : '   Yes .

Mr .   Bradley:     On page 22 ,   Section It%  continuing onto the top of

page 23 ,   there is a clause regarding on- call and standby .     I

think that the original contract was S100 and it has now gone

to ; 5125  -  S150

Mr .   Ciecarillo :     It is not effective until 1992- 93 for the 525 . 00

increments . ,   As with any other monetary benefit .   for instance .   an

increase in longevity .   they are fairly nominal
amounts and to the

extent that .   I suppose an argument could'  be made that ' nothing
other than wages should change from contract to contract but as a

practical matter it is somewhat typical that:   certain ether smaller

amounts of money be negotiated as in longevity .     Now that this

is part'  of the contract ,   on call rate ,   it applies'  to 4 people in

any one week who carry
beepers .     They have to stay

within ' a certain

geographical area and respond within a certain
amount of time ,   it

was felt tliat they should receive
compensation for that restriction

on their technical off- duty hours .     This is simply a modest increase

on that rate for hanging around and having their time tied up

r
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Mr .  Bradley:     I ',agree with your statement that wages should be the

only thing negotiated here .     Is this something that we can look at

also in' the sfuture at future contracts?    Is this going to bean
ongoing escalator in a contract '.'

Mr .:  Sharkey:   It is a possibility ,   we never know what will be an

item 3 years from now .     Although we don ' t,  have other items that are

in other contracts which do get effected .     Many of the unions have

a clothing allowance ,   meal and tool allowance ,   we ' get` into a number

of areas that are riot wages and they ,   too ,   are subject to inflation.

Whether: they get changed every contract or every other one ,   whether

the change is a very small amount or large .   for whatever reason ,
we cannot tell until we actually get into negotiations .     Now that

it  'i s a, part of` the .'contract',   it may be .     I don ' t know how much

aggravation or irritation it may be to wear a beeper for a week .

Mr .   Bradley :     I` know that it is a minimal amount but ,   again ,   we get

into these thing's and they keep going on and on .     I would be

curious to see how mucht' lie Town ` does use the people on standby and
the: amount of money that we expend on it .     This is a management

contract and they are mariagr ment people .     I.  compare it to mane+. gement

on the outside .     although a lot.  of us are non- union ,   we carry these

things and do not receive bonuses .     On article  # 31 .   Traiisportat ion ,

I feel that lhei,*  should  'lae reimbursed if they are ' r,all'ed in on

business .     Does the Personnel Dept .   have a policy;, on using our cars''

Mr .   Sharkey :     There are two ways to handle transportation.     There

are a number of  'dept's .   that have a flat transportation allowance

and they submit  'a form to the Comptroller ' s Office quarterly for
1 / 4 of their yearly allowance .     Some are low , ` some higher .'`    Some

do it strictly through a mileage form'  at  'S . 25/ mile up to a budgeted
figure but they :do not.  necessarily get all of it .

Mr .   Gouveia ;.    My understanding is that this 6% ,   6%  and  (: o increase

is above and beyond any merit increases that were given or paid
out this year .

Mr . ' Sharkey:    That.  has always been the case .

Mr . : Gouveia :`    Also it is above and beyond the dol lars ' t. hat were pit
in by the Management;  Study .

Mr .   Sharkey:     Correct .     It has always been the practice that if you
are not ' hired at the maximum',   you wi11 have step increases on the
anniversary of your hire date ,   or if  'i t is a promotion ,   on they

anniversary of your promotional date .     Every contract we have deals
in steps .

x1r . ` Gouveia I don' t think that this Council real ly has real ized

yet ' what has hit them with this Mana; ement Study.     I know I voted

for it for the first time .     But I have already stated publicly that
I made a colossal mistake ,     I really have .     To gi% e an example ,   and

by the way this Council seems to be very ,   very vocal when it oomes
to the Teacher Enhancement Act ,   well let me tell you this makes
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the Teacher Enhancement Act look stupid to be honest with you .

To give you an example of the different positions you have provided
us with in this contract ,   I count about 48- 50 people .     'There were

6 people who received up to  $ 1 , 000 .     There were 6, who received

1 , 000  -  $ 2 . 000 .     There were 7 who received  $ 2 , 000  -  $ 3 . 000 .

There were 14 who received  $ 3 . 000  -  $ 4 . 000 ,   three that received

4 , 000  -  $ 5 , 000 ,  another 3 who received  $ 5 , 000  -  $ 7 , 000 .   5 who

received  $ 7 . 000 510 , 000 increase and 4 who received above

10 , 000increase .     Now in addition to that we are now going to
approve another 6% ,   another 6%  next year and an additional 6%  the

year after that .     By the way ,   the 6%  is not really a 6%   increase .

When you take into ac=count the merit increase .   that is not even

6%,   it is more closely to a 9%  increase than to 6% .

Mr ,   Sharkey :     Actually for a Merit Increase ,   it is more like 11 % .

That is normal .

Mr .   Gouveia :     I took one particular position
which is paid  $ 413 . 261 . 00 .

A 6%  increase equals  $ 2 , 895 . 00 .     That position also receives a Merit
Increase of  $ 1 , 022 . 00 for a total of  $ 4 . 102 . 00 increase ,   that amounts

to 8 1 / 2%  increase .     Last week this Council rejected a cont: ra.ct that

did'  not have any kind of medical
benefits ,   none whatsoever .     The

sole reason why this Council did that was because of tile C,   1 / 4%   in-

crease .     There is also no Merit Increases in that bargaining unit .

And now we are going to approve an  € 3 1/ 2%  increase?

Mr .   Sharkey:     To my knowledge there are 4 steps in the paraprofes-

sional contract .     Whether the current or proposed one .     
Unfortunately

the term Merit Increase has been used
almost interchangeably .     For

many unions it is called an Anniversary
Increase and the idea of merit

has sort of dropped out of it .     With the Management contract we have

had this practice of People going
before the Merit.  Review Committee

and the idea that is not automatic every year that you  :; et a step .

I.n fact ,   Item  # 13 on the Agenda this evening
shows increases for

11 people .     We reviewed 12 and one person was
not approved .     This is

not the only time that it has happened .     In every other contract it

is automat= ic on your anniversary .     
Including the paraprofessionals ,

Mr .  Gouveia :     In this contract there are steps plus the Anniversary

Increase .

Mr .   Sharkey :     No .   steps and Anniversary increases are the same thing .
When ' I go to my  ' next step ,   it is on my anniversary date .     Which is

also tied into the Merit Review that I had recently .     
It is all one

thing .     'These names have gotten all jumbled tap .     The usual difference

between steps is about 5% .

Jr .   Gouveia ;     You do agree that in addition to the 6%   iYo.rea. se there

is also an Anniversary Increase?

Mr .   Sharkey :     des ,   there always has _Leen .     For the first four sears

assuming you start at the minimum ,   then you are at.  maximum and then

you get only a general
increase beyond that .     That is the wary'  all

of our contracts work .

e
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Mr ;  Gouveia:     Then it is very conceivable that some people will be re-

ceiving in excess of 9%  with this contract?

Mr.   Sharkey :     Yes .     The step difference for most cases is about 5% .
Most of the contracts have come in at,  G% ,   generals.     So to us we are
looking at 11%  but that only happensfor a limited amount of time
until you reach maximum .'    Some contracts have fewer steps .     There

are some contrasts , , one at the Board of Ed .   which has 12 stens where

someone could be getting a double raise for 11 years .     Where' a. s with

us the maximum is 4 assuming that you  : start at the minimum . .    It ends

at that point and then is just a" general increase

Mr .   Gouveia :     Last meeting we approved Merit Increases for indivi-

duals .     Their increase was  $ 4 , 400 . 00 .     Those four individuals also

received through the Enhancement'  Program ,   almost  $ 30 , 000 ,     four

different people .

Mr .'  Sharkey:     When the Management Study went through,   this was the

consultant  ;,saying this is where'  all these people should be .     Some

people went down in grade ,   some people went up ,   some stayed where

they were .     Some slid much better'  than others .     One individual.    s

yearly difference was  $ 300 . 00 .     There were some who were obviously
much higher .     We had people at the maximum stele who all of a sudden

came back onto the step program .     There were some who had steps to
go who all of a sudden were placed at the maximum .     This ti,- a. s the,

consultant ' s view of where all the positions should have been based

primarily on the position and not necessarily the individual who

was in ' there at the time .     It was supposed to be based on the basic

specifications as to what would qualify you to be Town Engineer or
Fire Chief or whatever .

Mr .   Gouveia :     There is also a 5 week vacation pay for any indivi-
dual who has worked 15 years .     If you were an officer of the union
and had been working for 15 years and were conducting negotiations
for the union ,   you could have gotten 30 days off for union activities,

another 30 days off for vacation ,   12 days off for sick leave .   12 days

for holidays .   for a total of 84 days .     In addition to that. ,   a. n.y=  other

time necessary to do negotiations in addition to those 84 days they
st i l 1 wi I l have any time necessary paid to take part in the negotia-
tions .

Mr .   Sharkey :     Some take a long time to negotiate'  and some don ' t
Part of how long the negotiation will go on is tip to our chief nego -
tiator and Stan Seadale .     It is done every 3 years in this contract .'

It was every 2  ' years for most of our contracts just a short while

ago .     While they do have time off for union business it is not

constant ,   and once it is wrapped up .   it is wrapped up .     You won ' t see

these people for another 3 years .

Mr .   Zandri :     One of the things that the Town has tried to do is to

strive to bring everyone tip to par with what is going on out in

the real world .     I am wondering ,   when you negotiate a eontracl like
this ,  whether or not you look at something like vacation time to
see if we are comparable Six weeks va. ca. t: ion after 15 years seems
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ery high.

Mr .   Ciccarillo :     Wallingford ,   from my experience ,   has been tradition-

ally high in that particular item.     It is a very long standing prac-

tice ,   long standing contract term that brings most of your employees

up to 5 or 6 weeks after 45- 20 years of employment .

Mr .   Zandri :     It maybe a given for existing employees ,   but it does

not necessarily have to be a given for new employees who are coming
on board .     I think that these are the kind of things that you can

look at and say that we are way off base on.     There can be some give

for at least new employees coming on board .     That is the point that

I would like to bring out .     I was shocked when Mr .   Gouveja pointed

this out to me i' onight that people receive 6 weeks vaeaLion after

15 years employment .

Mr .   Holmes -     We were able to negotiate some of that back to the

new employees but it is still higher than it should be .     I have

been employed for the past 1. 3 years with the same company and am

only entitled to 3 weeks vacation .

Mr .   Sharkey :     It also goes back to a time when  - towns felt that it

was better to give employees additional
time off rather than an

extra pereentage or two in their wages or some other 1.)enefi t

Mr .   Killen :     When times are ba.d ,   however ,   we never cut back and

ask that they make allowances .     The irony is that the Merit In-
crease ,   which is the smaller of the increases ,   is the one in which

the employee is taken into consideration whether they are performing
their job responsibly .     The Management Study took the job ,   and

whether that employee is doing good ,   bad or indifferent .   still re-

ceives  " X"   number of dollars .     You are putting the cart before the
horse .

Mr .   Ciccarillo ;     It was my understanding regarding
the Management

Study that that the function of it was to bring the salary grades

for the respective positions more into line with the  'going market

rates .     It was a position analysis .

Mr .   Parisi :     What we did in retrospect was ,   when we approved the

pay plan was that we lost our right to negotiate anything
into

a contract .     Most of what I have read about negotiations
is that

the focus now is on fringe benefits ,   not on hourly rates .     I

think that we have caught up in the area of
basic wages ,   hourly

or yearly ,   or whatever .     Now I think we are out of balance with

the rest of the world with fringe benefits .     Just by approving

the wage scales ,   we gave away our right to negotiate for fringe

benefits one the hourly wages became equal to the so- called

side world., .

Mr .   Ciecarillo :     Had the union taken the time and spent the money

to develop their own rate survey .   I think that they could have

given the results that we have seen from your rate survey .     They

could have made a.  very convincing argument
both at the table and

in front of a neutral party down the road that took,  that that

X.,
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their rate scale,   at least certain parts of it .   were significantly

off the market .     I ' m riot sure that it is necessarily a ' matter of

giving something away ,   but a matter of having ' to recognize that
the system was ' inequitable in some ways and

that the various positions

needed even serious upgradings .

Mr .   Parisi :     I consider the fringe benefits in some areas inequitable .

I would like to know where in the private sector anyone could get
6 weeks of vacation .     1 suggest that the Personnel'  Dept . ,  Prior to

any future negotiations ,  . poll the Council to ask us what our ft-.elings

might be on issues/ contracts .     It won' t be law ,   but it can' t hurt

anything.

Mr .   Bradley :     I am riot in a union ,   but my salary docs fail into tilt'

range on one of these pages .     I carry' a beeper .     If I ' m told that

I am needed on standby for Saturday  &  Sunday ,   I ' m there .     They do not

give me .$ 100 .   to stay at home .     Our budget is only,  goini  to  ' n so

far and then we are going to break it and 1.  don' t 'want to get  ' into

where you hear that Towns have to la-y off pecple

Mr .   So l i n,sky :   What was the date that we aj' proved the Mana. t emen t.   Study?

Mr .   Ciecaril' lo It was approximately March of 1990 ,   but diel have an

effective date

Mr .= Sol insky ;     I thought that we transferred money to raise thes-
salaries this year'?

Mr .`  Sharkey:     What happened was ,   first ,   there was the transfer to

cover the period from January 1st to  ,June 30th the last fiscal year .

It had an effective date of January 1 ,   1990 .     Then I came back at

a later date with another transfer to cover the period of the current

fiscal year of the year that we , are in .

Mr .   Solinsky:     So 1990= 91 was supplied for .     Why do we have this
transfer tonight then?

Mr .   Sharkey:     This is a brand new contract .     We had no idea at,   the

time whether the raises would be a%  or,  7%  or whatever .     So we put

a certain amount into contingency to cover the half year  eriad

from January lst to June 30th of;  ' 91 .     unlike many contracts this

one does not match up with our fiscal year .     The two previous

transfers were strictly for the Management Study.     Now we have;

the end of a contract on December 31st ,   a new contract calling for

a 6:%  increase in the first year that is riot in any of the budgets

of the departments .

Mr .   Gouveia :     Overall .   the stu_l   indicated that.  even t, he?   Cdr:  tifre:

compared to municipalities that I feel had a.  bel, ter  : obi I ity tc

than the Town did ,   we did not compare ,   at least we  , lid not come

across as grossly underpaying people .     We were at market level

basically ,     What this study did ,   proposed to do ,   and we.  ar cept. ed

was to raise that to 15%  above  ' the market level . '   The reason behind

that was to attract people .     As to your remark about the Board of
Education having 12 stems ,   yes they do,     But they have one labor
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rade for everyone .     In this case we have 18 labor grades with 5

different steps on each grade .     Am I correct?

Mr .   Sharkey F°very management position has 1 labor grade here .

Mr .  Gouveia:     I am talking about the contract .

Mr .   Sharkey :     There is only 1 or 2 Accountants .   2 Distribution

Engineer' s ,   there is such a disparity of positions .     
We don ' t:

have 500 Accountants or 500 General Line Foreman.

Mr .  Gouveia. :     That is the reason for the 12 steps because they
are not all the same .

Mr .   Killen We seem to have given quite a few
increases here.

didwe get anything back in return?

Mr .   Ciccarillo :     What we have received in return what i characterize

as primarily language issues ,   the Hold Harmless clause .   the non-

arbitrahilit:y of discrimination issues should they arise .   and the

change of that word,   in the insurance section to comparable when re-

ferring to

c -

ferring ' to carriers as well as the additional
language on the

so- called   " Zipper"   clause ,     There are no give backs economically .

Mr .   Killen :     We are getting nothing back economically,     
how often

10 we use these particular clauses ,  what does it cost us over the

years then we can make some kind of comparison over the years .
Mr .   Ciec°arillo :     It would be very difficylt to put a dollar value
on those items It would not be a great amount of money .

Mr.  Sharkey :     Two contracts ago there were some give backs from
the same group .     Especially in the benefit area .     

The vacation

period was out bask from 30 days to 25 and the benefit of having

1 1 / 2 sick days per month was reduced
to i day per month They

have had a history in the past of giving some things back ,   ob-

viously for other things .     
Whether there should have been more

give backs this time,   I am not certain .

Mr .   Killen:     These tough economic times are when the give backs
should be given in the way of the percentage increases .     Let them

Took at the outside market to see what they are getting .

Mr .   Ciccarillo :     In the municipal market we have not seen .   at

this , point ,   any serious retreat;  
from the level of benefits that

are in this tentative agreement .

Mr .   Killen :     This is not my idea of how a person negotiates .
This kind of philosophy leaves me out in left field .

1
Mr .   Holmes left for work at 11 : 23 P . M.

VOTE:     Holmes was absent :   Parisi  &  Zandri ,   aye :   all others ,   no .

Motion failed .`

Mr .   Walter hee pointed out
that;  the Council failed to ask if the

public had any comments on this issue .

w;
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Mr .   Killen apologized .     He explained that it was not intentional

Mr ,.   Walter Lee ,   President ,   Local 1282 :     1 feel terrible embarrassed

to be a citizen and employee of the,  Town of Wal l i n g f o r d after hear-
ing this exhibitionfrom the Council tonight .     We ` engaged in collect-

ive bargaining with the Town in good faith.     We thought that we

made an equitable ,   fair agreement ,     Obviously ,   you did not .     Dur

people . _ management and supervisors ,   everyone does not walk around

in white shirts and ties .     We have supervisors in, Public:  Works ,   we

have eng' inee'rs in the field ,   etc . ,   we are a varied group .'    1 ,   for

one,   have not received a raise except for a study which was called

a  " Management' Study by the.  Council and Personnel Delaartment ,'    A uni-

lateral '' study that the union hadnothing to say about I received

x . 21 day raise.     I negotiated for my union ,  .55 dedicated employees ,

We get no raise . '   Our group was the leader in cutting down t: h(:

sick day' s ,   vacations ,   increasing our contributions to the pension ,
obviously ,   you feel that we are not doi  ..g ' our   ,lob ,   or you do not

want to pay " us for the job that we are doing ,     I feel very 1) ad

about that I f ee 1 e:.qua l l y as bad .   and  ,probab 3 y when we go t C,
binding"  arbi trot ion ,   I wi I l be there Ntr ,.   Gouve ia said there was

a.  15 year employee .   who could be president of the union .   that is

my prototype ,     I have been here 15 yeas;; ,   I am president.   of the

union .     I have not tal en a sick clay in about 5 years .     I work 50

hours per week not counting business that.  I briny'  before.  the Count°il

and P . U . C.   which I do not receive a dime for .     I thank you for your

confidence in us ,   I feel sorry for you .

John Bruce ,   Vice President of Local 1282 :     I would like to reiterate

what Mr .   Lee  , just stated .     he supervise people who you agreed to

a e%  increase over the next 3 years for whose health packa(-se is

better than our health package .     You also approved in your last

budget hook 5 1/ 2%  increases for those people who supervise us .
This is the first union to give back from 18 to 12 sick da-ys .     I

only tools 2' sick days myself this year .     We have peoplee who are on

call .     I was called in tonight at 7 : 00 P. M .       I do riot carry a.

beeper ,,.  I am not paid for the on call time Four people who are

paid to work are people who supervise people who carry beepers wino
are paid 13 flours a week for Dein,;  on call and are  .-)aid for thr

time that they are paid to come into wort .     We are talking a.houI
people who are given a token of 5100 . 00 to carry a beeper to be
able to respond in 30 minutes to  ' supervise someone who is being

paid 13 hours to be on call and now being paid time and one half
minimally ,   four hours ,   to come in.     I really think that you are

looking at middle management.  as same sora:  of people who don ' t:   f' it:

in with the labor force and certainly not ma. na , cmt' t, r r;eo,:; le You

have people in this i rc)up who dont work on t d° lc+; ,, .     We Ca

negotiated a pen- ion a, t'id gave b? c- k 2%  of pt, yrc) l l .     !`- ie inc' re' ase

in medical benefits is to 5300 . 00 home and office vi -=; its .      'c t) Lt

who we supervise'  have the same plus a paid prescription program .    
We don' t have paid prescriptions .     We realize that t1h se 3. re tight

times and we have pulled that,  off the table .     We are a.   little

disappointed where yc) u place the   _)riority of our c articular group ,

we think'  that we give the Town a good day ' s work for our pay and
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we have a lot of vacation time but a lot of us are not allowed

to use all of our vacation.     We come in to take care of business .

Edward Musso ,   56 Dibble Edge Road :     The fellows who spoke are of

an exception .     I have riot came across many management people that
make the sacrifices that they claim they are making .     Out of the

40 or 50 management people ,   I don ' t think that you will find 5 at

the most 8 that make the sacrifices that these do .     They are the

ones that are getting everything .     I think that the Council made

the right decision .     1 think that it is up to the Personnel Dept .

to  .interview the people and see who is meriting an increase .     :I

think that merit increases should be given in dollars not in bene-

fits or percentages.

Mayor Dickinson :     I ask that you consider bringing the matter up
again.

Ms .   Papale :   Mr .   Chairman ,   I don ' t;  know what I was thinking ,   I made

a mistake .     I will be the first to admit it .     I don ' t always have

to listen to the people involved ,   but I really feel that it should

be  ' brought back to a vote again just because there was a mistake
in that we did not have the public speak .     I would like to make a•

motion to Reconsider Item  # 11   -  Reconsider and Approve a Tentative

Labor Agreement with Local 1. 282 ,   seconded by Mr .   Parisi .     In every

contract there are people that are doing their  , job like this or

are not and one has to outweigh the other .     I feel that the people

that are in this union deserve not et7erything in the contract but

mostly everything .     I voted too quickly ,   this is  'why I want to

reconsider .

Mr .   Solinshy :     I agree with what Mr .'  Parisi stated :     We are at the

end of the line and we are getting it sent to us without any n'ego-'
tiating left .   it is either yes or no .     We cannot vote 60%  yes and

40%  no.     It is either all or nothing;     There should be communica-

tion long before the meeting time on these negotiations .

Mayor Dickinson:     There are inequities and there will be inequities

in every contract .     We have very good employees and we have some
who could be a lot better .     I think the Personnel': Dept ,   and their

negotiator did the best job under the circumstances .     I dt.,n ' t think

that this settlement is so fa.r off of what we have seen   . in a muiti..:-

tude of other negotiations .     So far off that we shouldn ' t auprove

it .     I can ' t see that it would be that much better by forcing it

into binding arbitration .     Everyone takes it personally which in

some ways is to be expected and in some ways it is unfortunate .

I think that the award is a good one and hopefully will be approved .

Mr .   Killen :     We are riot given any credit for being the fiscal ' hody

of the Town ,   that being responsible for meeting the tali rate of
the  'Lown and so forth but probably saying to these particular unions ,
fine ,   you got your  ' 6%  but we are going to have to cut` the nvera l l
budget and you will have to let someone go .     We have never done

that and I don ' t want to do that .     If that is the only way that

we can keep the dollars signs down .   the papers are full of it ,  all

of ` us havecommented on the fact that we  ' do not know where we are
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going this year .     One way togo is to cut Positions .     If that is

the way it has to go then that is the way that it is going to be .

If  'someone gets  ' 6%   instead of 5 1 / 2% ,'  the price they want , to pay? ,

they are big boys .   I ' m a big boy ,   I know , what l am getting into

here .

Mr .   Gouveia ;     leo`'  one who sits on this Council has ' a greater sym" athy

or affinity for a union than I do,     No one .     I am ' a strong union

supporter .     I have stated that before`,   openly ,   in stood times and bad

times .     I am a strong union supporter .     I have never crossed a picket

line ,   I_  have been a ' union member for many years and an officer of a
union for several years I can ' t:  capitulate ,   however ,   when I look

at a contract where the members , ' not all of ahem but quite a few of

them ,   receive 512 , 000 . 00 increase and now we are turning around and

Five them an almost 10%  increase to some of them .     Perhaps to most

of them° 6 or 7% ,`' but some of '' them certainly a y  -   10%  increase .     Now

if youthinly that is fair ,   I'  don ' t,   think - so .     I am wondering where '

the ' May or was last week or at the last meeting when this Council ,
again ,   rejected another contract .'    A contract that called for a

6y1./ 2%  increase which amounted to about a  $ 300 . 00 increase per year

and he dict not sneak'  in favor of that contract .     That  ' contract is

heading into binding ' arbitration .'    What makes this contract so

different?    Then the Personnel Department and the union negotiated

with good faith in that contract also ,   just as in this one .     I

think that what we are doing here is shameful .     It really is .

Mayor Dickinson;     The matter would not be here from the Personnel
Dept .   if I did not approve it .     That is true for the award brought

in on the Teacher ' s Aides as well .     It.  has to dross my desk and be

approved there ,     You would not even have it here if there was not

tacit approval from mar office .

Mr .'  Gouveia :     You did not request ,   as you dial today,   to reconsider

it .

Mayor Dickinson:     I did not speak to it before and 7   : sae,•  that last.

week ,   the issue was over the 6 1 / 2% .     I don ' t see ' a single issue

here being a motivation . '    I don' t speak to . everything the depart-
ment brings in and probably never will ,     When it is s here .   it has

received the approval of my office otherwise I would indicate

that it was ; disapproved by my office .

VOTE:     Iiolmes was absent :   Bradley ,   Duryea ,   Gouveia  &  Killen,   no ;

all others ,   aye .:    Motion'` Failed ,

Motion was magic:;  by Mr .   Parisi to Waive Rule V of the Town Council

Meeting, Procedures to Vote on the Reconsidering the Pa. ryprofessinnal
Labor Agreement .   oc onded by Ms P , L7a l e .

hr .'  Parisi contacked the Town Attorney who stated that a negative

rote can call for a reconsideration or a re- ' Cite of a defeatf' d

motion .     At any subsequent meeting anyone can present an issue
that had been defeated .   or had been a negative or favorable or an
absent vote .
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Mr .   Killen :     I cannot find anything in Robert ' s Rules of Order

stating such.     The thing that bothers me is that if we enter into

a contract ,   if our motion had been entered into a;  contract .   you

would have entered into it and it would have been signed ,   sealed

and delivered .   and then what would happen if we rescind it tonight?

Mr'.   Parisi :     I contacted the Law Department who I thought was the

center of Legal procedures in Town .     I was told that this could

be done.

Mr .  Bradley :     Under Reconsideration in Robert ' s Rules of Order

stag that   " this motion can be . made only on the clay the vote
was taken ,   or the day after at a conference or a,  convention that
lasts several days .     If the motion was carried ,   the original motion

is again open to discussion and vote .     No question can be twice
reconsidered unless it was materially amended after its-  first re-

consideration- .     I question the last sentence .

Mr .   Zandri :     It.  would have to be a change to it in order to bring

it up again ,   right?

Mayor Dickinson :     I think that,  as a general rule .   any meeting within

a single meeting ,   Robert ' s Rules prevail as to the order of huffiness

within that single meeting .     But whenever you schedule a new meeting

the agenda for that meeting is a new matter and ,   once again .   Robert ' s

9
Rules of Order controls the order of business within that new meet-

ing .     In no way would Robert ' s Rules control matters of substance that

could be brought,  up at new meetings beyond the one that is at issue .

Mr .  Killen:     Robert ' s Rules says ,   " the motion to reconsider cannot

be applied to an affirmative vote in a nature of a contract when the
other parte to the contract has been notifiedof the ° vote" .

Mr .  Parisi :     The other parties of this contract have agreed not to do
anything .     They have been notified of the vote .     Who;  notified them?

Mr .   Killen :     You got me over a barrel there .

Mayor Dickinson :     Robert ' s Rules cannot control a:  response from a

third parte If that third party takes action and reliance upon the
vote ,   then naturally they would he limited to what their response  `

could be .     If they haven ' t taken action it is wide open as to what

they want to do .     Ultimately ,   if things were not clear as to whether

it had been approved or not ,   it would become an issue ' that t. hw,*

would take through the collective bargaining to binding arbitration
or whatever in order to finally resolve whether they had  , a c sntraert

or not .     There would be inquiries as to where the matter stood out-

side of ra meeting .     It would be up to administrative interor- 10 jon

ultimately ,   perhaps another vote of the Council to clarify exori ly

where thing,  stood .     Once the varties sign contracts or take 90t. 14r]

in legal reliance upon what has been done then they have legal

rights that they can enforce even if you tried to re- vote.
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Mr .   Killen:     We have adopted a set of rules and procedureswith
Robert ' s Rules of Order as a ' guideline .     We have no reason'  in the

world to go into court and say that we were not aware if we could

or could not do this particular thing because we have guidelines
in front'  of us .     If we are going to act in good faith we have to

say that our rules do not cover this issue ,   what do we do?    I

go to Robert ' s Rules of Order book ,   you will go to a law book

Mayor Dickinson :-   Generally .   under Robert ' s Rules the question as

to whether something is germane is a question for the majority vote
of the body .     Certainly a Chairman can rule something is out of

order or won ' t entertain it and ultimately it becomes a vote of the

majority whether or not  , they want to take up the subject .     If the

majority wishes to ,   the subject is taken up ,   a vote taken and then

whatever happens from that action proceeds .     I am not aware of how

Robert ' s'  can control substance .     It can control procedure but not

substance .

Mr .'  Parisi :     We are prying our La.w Department a lot of money ; Dot t()

listen to them .

Mayer Dickinson :     It appears to me what this states is   " a motion to

reconsider cannot be applied to an affirmative vote
in the nature

of a conLract .     When the other party _to the contract has been notified

of the vote" .     That means that you approved" a,  contract: ,   
you notified

the other party that you have approved it and then there is an attempt

to reconsider and look to disapprove the contract .     A negativevote

cannot get you out of a contract'.    You have certain contractual
ob-

ligations ,

Mr .  Killen :     I don' t agree with it but I ' ll stand'  by it .

VOTE:     Holmes was absent ;   Bradley  &  Landri , ' no ;   all others,   aye .  '

Motion passed .

Mr .   Parisi made a motion to Reconsider the
Paraprofessional Labor

Agreement ,   Local 760 ,   seconded by Ms Papa 1 e .

VOTE:     Holmes was absent ;   Bradley .   Duryea .   Z,andri  &  Killen .  no :   all

others ,  aye.   Motion failed .

ITEM IQ Consider and Approve a Transfer of.   Funds in the Amount of

S45 , 429 . 00 from Contingency to Various Accounts within the General

Fund  -  Personnel Department

Mr .   Parisi :     I would like to explain that the only reason that I
presented this was that.   there were only 4 votes last time and my

vote would have been the 5th vote in favor ,     But it is obvious that

votes have changed .     Otherwise ,   I would not have bothered bringing

it up .     Because 1 was absent .   I thought:   that my vote would have some

significance .

Item was withdrawn clue to the negative vote of Item  # 11 .   1

l l )  -  Personnel Dept .
ITEM  # 13 Consider and Approve Merit Increases
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Motion was made by Mr .   Bradley .   seconded by Mr .   Zandri

Mr .   Zandri asked Mr .   Sharkey to explain how the merit system works .

Mr .  - Sharkey explained that on the anniversary of hire or promotion

a person is eligible for a merit anniversary step increase .     The

Personnel Dept .   contacts the three members of the Merit,  R(° view

Committee ,  Mr .   Parisi .   Ms .   Papale and Mr .   Holmes and a mutually

agreeable date is set with them the  d̀epartment heads ,   Mr .   Sharkey , ,

Mr .   Seadale .     At that time a letter is sent out to the department

head or  .supervisor ,   as the case may be ,   telling what,   the date is ,

the time and send them a merit review form listing a number of

areas where they can rate the individual from need' s improvement:

to above average ,   superior .   etc .     It takes into account a number

of areas .   not only how they do their jot)    how they interact with

other people ,   how they deal with the public ,   whether they have

been taking courses or training .   etc .     The department head fills

this out ,   usually goes over it with the individualand brings the

individual with them to meet the Merit.  llevic: w Committee on . that

elate .     The Merit Review Committee spends about 5 mirnates with
the individual ,   thea that:  person leaves ,   and they speak just with

the department head or supervisor .     At the end .   they Come up with

an overall rating for the person .     If you are going from minimum

to step ' l or 2 you need at least an average rating to get the

merit increase .     If you are going to the 4th or final stel-).  ,ou

must have at least an above- average rating to merit the increase .

The three panel members take in all the information from the

department head and individual and then give the person an overall

rating . `   If it is one of the two in question.  that ' s good then we

prepare a voucher and form then to send all the right papers to

the Mayor and get it onto the Council agenda..     khat happened in this

case is that when the Management Study went into effect and these

people got all of these various increases ,   the Personnel Rules and

Regulations state that if you get any sort of an increase through
a promotion or an outside.  agency ,   

like this one with the Management

Pay Plan .   that represents a step or more ,   that becomes your new

ann-iversary date .     All of a.  sudden we have people who were previously

spread out all during the year are now Bunched up in January .

Mr .   Zandri. ;     Is step 5 to be considered the going rate for a parti -
cular position?

Mr .'  Sharkey :     Stan Seadale has said to me and another number of
people that the  , job rate is the maximum rage which is step 5 under
this particular grouping .

Mr .   Zandri :     So are,  these increases considered automat. i(.?

Mr .   Sharkey :     No .     They are the only group that they are not con-

sidered automatic .

Mr .   Zandri :     If someone were doing their job they would be considered

average? ,   is that the way the rating would be?

t
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Mr ." Sharkey :;    For most of the people that we.  see .   but to Liet to the

4th''  &  5th step .   the last two in the the management contract ,   you would

have to be above, averageto receive it .     If your supervisor felt that

you were still average after years on the job .     you would not get

that 4th or 5th step"

Mr .   Zandri :     The reason that - I am confused is because of the review

system I work with at Northeast Uti 1 ities .     To be rated above average

you have to do something above and beyond something that is called

or expected of you in your job description .     If you are performing

your job classification for your , job description then you deserve

the going rate

Mr .   Parisi :     fir .   Zandri .   you must rem-ember one thin' .   you are living

within the rating criteria.  that exist. s within the company that.  you

work for as recogniz€ gid by that company .     This is the,  rating criteria

for the Town''  of °Wallingford as recognized by the Town of Wall i ngforcl .

Mr .   Zandri :     But I have problems with it .

Mr . ' Parisi :     You can have them .     But just,   to give the back round on

this is that normally ,   the people   ; tart out I.-.)aid b(* low'  the ir, t)   11evel

pay.     Supposedly it,  was l ike a.  probationary period .     This one takes

4 years for  'someone to gE•t up to  ,speed pay- wise .     Techni c, a I I N7 ,   y011

start 4 stets under the rate you will end up in with the Town of
Wallingford .

Mr .   Zandri I don' t have a problem with the system .   I have a problem

with the waythe rating works because,   as I said ,   I would assume that

if  ,someone was doing"` their  , job ,   what is expected of them ,   they would

automatically get their progressions to the going rate .     The going

rate is what'  is called for for pay for doing a particular  ,job .     To

rate people above average ,   though that wording causes a problem with
me and the reason is that .   how can you have it out:   of 12 people hei'ng

rated as a.bover the average .     That is the prol:, l e• m that I have .

14r Parisi :     At that point ,   in all honesty .   it becomes mr, re of a,

question of semantics than anything else .     If they have survived the
first 2` years of their apprenticeship then you are more or less

committed to them anyway .     ' i*hev are:  certified and within the system

and takes an act of rod to take  ' them' c)ut .

Mr .   Zandri :     I don ' t have a problem with that .   1.  don ' t see the re:  stun

to rate someone above average in order to  (Pet them to they  ; roiP.  rate .

Mr .   Parisi :     ,layle,   it   : llou1d l; e:  revised       "iayl) e t.   is too o     .     llayt) e

it is just outdated.

Mr .   Zandri :     Northf, ast:  Uti l itis;

to  "find tilat 8C)%  of t1)   t. ec, ule rated in c:- 1-, e-  v,  .. a. r l, e.::- e r.;jta l> ove

average.     They i: mmed ate y turned around and revi sed tlia 1.   to 11( a tyle

new average .     From that point on they are allowed only a certain per-
centage of people ` to be rated'  al) o\- e average .

Mr .   Parisi :     The problem with this plan is that it states that.  fou
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have to rate someone above average for them to get to their 4th or

5th step ,

Mr .   Zandri :     There is something wrong with the system .

Mayor Dickinson:     But looking at it another way.   it provides the

latitude to not prove the merit .     If all it takes is an average

rating to get the last 2 steps .   then it becomes almost automatic .

If it takes an above average rating then; if that Berson is not

above average ,   then they would riot get tine final two st'eps .

Mr .   Zandri :     Do you have anything below average?

Mr ;   Parisi :     Yes .

Mr ,   Za.ndri :     I feel that as long as someone is performing their

duties undertheir  , job description then they should be paid the

going rate .

Mr .   Sharkey :     In looking at some of the forms you will see'  that

i n some areas the  (-+mp 1 oyee may ri!:, c,d improvement but is outstanding

in others .     It is the overall rating that is then determined .     If

the employee knows that they have to do maybe a little,  more toget:

that last 1 or 2 steps and not just slack off ,   hopefully it gives

them a little encouragement and the manager a little leeway.

Mr .   Parisi :     We have held some up for 6 months .     Years ago there

were no forms utilized .     Perhaps over time the forms/ system will

be revised and right on target .

Mr .   Bradley :     I sat on the Merit Review Committee for 1 year .     Re-

flecting back ,   that is one of the problems .     I think that it is

a system that is outdated to what is used in industry today .     A

lot of forms that came in had appropriate boxes checked with no
comments .     Other supervisors do a terrific job .     I think that the

entire system needs to be reviewed .     On the Merit Increase ,   that

applies to both union and non- union?

Mr .   Sharkey :     There are only 3 non- union members on steps .     That is

myself ,   the Deputy Police Chief and Mike Lamy .     At this point ,   eve' ry-

one who is noxi- union has to reach maximum .     " Those' who are nr_)n- union

and at maximum would receive a general increase year to year ,     They

would not et-en be reviewed .

COTE:     Holmes was absent ;   all a.yes :   motion duly carried .

Mrs .   Duryea :     It was just brought to my attention that l:  vott-.,d on

Item  # 10 and I should not have .

ITEM  # 14 Establish- a Building Committee i; o Oversee the N.c:.Pairs of
the Community fool and Aut.horiz.e the Waiver of the Bidding Process

and Use an R. F . P.   to Hire a Design Consultant as requested by the
Mayor ' s Office .
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Motion was made , by Mr .   Bradley ,   seconded by Mr .   Zandri .

Mayor Dickinson stated for the record that the request originated

from the Recreation  ' Department ,

Mr .' Zandri asked how mane people use the pool in the course of one

season?

Stan Shepardson:   On the average about 15 . 000 .     It runs according to
the weather during the season .

Mr .   Solinsky :     How soon do you expect this work to be done?

Mr .   Shepardson :     It will vary .     Once the Building Committee meets

then a Design Consultant will need to present a plan which should

take approximately Z months .     It will not only have to be designed

but also approved by the State because it will be renovated in such

a.  drastic fashion ,     Approximately March we will be coming before the

Council again requesting funds to hire the Consultant to go ahead
with their work.     Cost estimates should be completed by the end of
April ,   beginning of May .     Once again .   we will come before the Council

at that time .     There-  is a possibility that we wi 1 1 not oven the pool

this year .     Perhaps we should go right into the project in the good

weather and complete it all at once .     The project will entail'  a lot

of digging to replace pipes and once the fall arrives we can no longer

be  `assured` good weather .

Mr .   So l insky:     How much does a pool tag sell for?

Mr .   Shepardson:     $ 5 . 00 for anyone who is 5 years of age or older .

qtr .   Parisi :     Why do you have to have an R . F . P. ?

Mr .   Shepardson :     That is  ,just to waive the bid .     That is to get

the proposals in.     We feel that the pool is very unique and for me

to:  try to go out,  and, try to put something together to put;  out a

bid ,   I just don ' t have that kind of knowledge .     We will really he

getting quotes from a number of different people .     They will come

in with ' a complete plan as to what they feel is necessary in order

to improve the pool .

Mr .   Parisi':     Why don' t you solicit help and have someone help you  .
put together specifications?    That is how the rest of the world does

it when they don' t have the expertise .     Why is this pool so unique?

Mr .   Shepardson I could come up with my ideas and suggestions and

they could be wrong .     If you obtain an individual'  who is knowledge-
able in this field they will want to be paid for it .     I don ' t know

of  -too mangy,  people who will be w i 1 1 i ng to give away such free ad-
vice , dvicei

Mayor Dickinson:     It was expressed to me that the pool is one of

the largest in the State .     It;   is open air ,   heated by the sun .
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These is also a wide variance in depth that it creates extremely

different conditions for chlorine treatment .     What the problem is is

how to provide enough water movement
throughout the whole pool with

the varying depths of water to allow for the proper treatment to

maintain an algae- free environment .     This makes it very unique .

Mr .   Parisi :     With all due respect ,   the fellow who owns my marina

can tell you how to circulate that water because he has to do it

every year to keep the marina from freezing
over .     It is not as

technical as everyone is making it out to be .     I mean that sincerely .

Mr .   Shepardson:     It will not cost anyone anything until we hire the
Design Consultant ,   if we do hire one .

Mr .   Parisi :     I have a problem with R. F . P. s .

Mr .   Killen:     I concur .     How does one draw up an R. F . P.   as opposed

to a bid?

Mr .   Shepardson:     We are going to ask that the individuals come in

with a design for solving the problems with the pool .     That is

basically it .     Then it will be his responsibility
to come in and

present this design.     Again .   it is not costing any money at this

time until such time as we decide that this is the design that we

want to go with.     Then we hire that consultant .     Until that time

there is,  no money involved .

Mr .   Killen You have to be somewhat more specific than that .

Mr .   Shepardson:     We are not looking for anything other than what
meets our needs.     We are looking for something that will do the
job,,   keep the water clear ,   keep the pool movement ,   take the

skimming situation that is on the surface ,   get rid of that ,   still

get the flow of the water ,   get the chlorine and chemicals in there

and that is the kind of job that we want done .

Mr .   Parisi :     There are your specifications .     You just wrote them.

Mr .   Shepardson:     Again ,   I don' t know the size of the pipes . . .

Mr .   Parisi :     You are not supposed to know that .

Mayor Dickinson:     Beep in mind ,   that with public bidding ,   the low

price is it .     There is absolutely no latitude to award to other

than low bidder unless it comes back before the Council to award to

other than  ' low bidder .     If public bid ,   it must go to the low bidder

unless it comes back to the Council with a recommendation stating

wily it should not go to the lowest bidder .

Mr .   Parisi If he ' doesn ' t like the,  bid and can find a reason ,   like

the CouncilSecretary did .   come before the Council and made one fine

case the bid can be waived .

Mayor Dickinson:    It comes down to legal interpretation of those

specifications .     If that low bidder is able to make a case out of

it .   you got a lawsuit .     With an R . F . P .   you avoid that lawsuit ex-

posure
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Mr .   Parisi :     We cannot '`stop bidding altogether because of lawsuits . ,

Mayor  ' Dickinson:     Usually when we go for architects or for designs for
the study of the Electric Division,   it is usually all done with R. F. P.

Mr .   Parisi:     I disagree with R._ F . P. s .     I think that they are just a

side step of the b-idding process .     I really do , '

Mr .   Killen:     R. F . P . s are violations`  of our bidding process and we
do it constantly.     I don' t know when it will come to an end .     I am

beginning to wonder why we have'  a b'-idding process if it is not

absolutely necessary.     R. F . P . ,   as I '' understand it could be the

epitome of what we want .     The public can get shafted .     I don' t

understand this process.

Mr .   Shepardson:     This is the first time I have ever ' asked for any=

thing like this .     In the 23 years I' ve worked for the Town I have
always gone out to bid ,   in this. case I don' t feel qualified to do
it .     That is why I ' have come before you .

Mr .   Bradley made a motion to Establish a Building Committee to
Oversee the Repairs to the Community Pool to Consist of the Follow-

ing Members :     John Walworth  &  Charles Johnson of the park and Re
creation Commission;   Sal Falconieri' of 281 Grieb Road ;   Steve Knight

of 289 Ivy St and Bill Choui of 44 Lincoln Ave .'`    Seconded by Mr .

Solinsky ,

VOTE:     Holmes was absent ;   all others ,   aye ;  motion duly carried ,

Motion was made by Mr .'  Bradley to Waive the Bidding Process and Use
of an R. F. P .   to Hire a Design Consultant ,   seconded by Mr .   Parisi .

Mr .   Solinskv:     I have no problem with the R. F . P. ,   we just did it

tonight with the Electric Division Study.     We do it when we need

it ,

Mr .   Gouveia;     How much would it cost you to find someone to write

the specifications for ' you?

Mr .   Shepardg.on: „ This is what we are doing here .     The Design Con-

sultan wo zl,d he.  the iradiv  .dual who; wou' Id be wri•t i.ng: t1.e' - SpeCs:

Mr .  Gouveia :     There is no one in the community, that could do this
for us?

Mr .   Shepardson:     Not that I know of .

Mr .   Killen:     Where are the funds originating from?

Mr .   Shepardson;     The money could come from my budget for the Design.
Consultant if I didn' t  'open the pool .

Mr .   Killen :     Is your decision as to whether or not you open the pool

predicated on his design?
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Mr..   Shepardson:     It is predicated on whether or not we will have time.

Ifwe lay a new surface it will require at least 6 months beforeit

cures and we are able to paint it .

Mr ,   Killen:     Do you have any idea as to what it will cost for the

design  ' phase?

Mr .   Shepardson:     Maybe 515 , 000 ,

VOTE:     Holmes was absent ;   Parisi ,   no ;   all others.   aye :   motion duly

carried;:

ITEM  # 16 Discuss and Approve the Waiver of Interest Charges on a
Personal Property Tax List Appeal   -  Town Attorney

Motion was made by Mr .   Bradley ,   seconded by Mr .   Zandri .

VOTE:     Holmes was absent ;   all others ,   aye ;   motion duly carried .

Motion was made by Mrs .   Duryea to Reconsider Voting on the Para-
professional Contract ,   seconded by Mr .   Parisi

s Ms .   Papale asked if everyone would feel better if it were placed on

the agenda of a future meeting?

VOTE:     Holmes  &  Solinsky were absent :   Bradley .   Zandri  &  Killen. ' no :

all others' ,  aye .     Motion failed .

Mr .   Parisi left at 1 : 00 P. M.

Mr'.   Killen read correspondence into the record from Charles F .

Des, .   President.  and Principal of Choate Rosemart•  Hall to Mrs .   L' ria

Fishbein thanking the Public Celebrations Committee for their gift

of a black granite bench in honor of their centennial .

Mr .   Killen also read a letter of correspondence to Albert E.   Killen

from 4Jack L .   Barbera .   Deputy Chief of the Wallingford Auxiliary

Police ' informing  `1r .   Killen of his decision to retire from the
department .

Both items of correspondence were noted for the record .

Motion was made by Kr .   Bradley to Adjourn the  `2eeting ,   seconded by

Ms .   Pa. pa l e .

VOTE : '    Holmes  &  Parisi were absent :   all others ,   aye :   motion duly

carried .
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Addendum  # 1 Report out from the Comptroller Regarding the Issuance,
of  $ 4 , 400 , 000. 00 Town of Wallingford General Obligation Bonds

The recorder experienced a lengthy malfunction and only a part of
Mr .   Myers ' s report was taped .

He explained that it has taken a number of years to build up the
trend of keeping our rates competitive and the Town in' a good ,
strong financial position'.     We are recognized for this .     We have

strong revenue streams in the util' ties He hoped in the future

that the Sewer Division would be self- supporting .     The Town is

very much respected for its credit rating arid flexibility in its
f ìnacial abilities .     A lot of hand work and decisions have gone
into the financial Status the Town has achieved ,   and fir .   Myers

feels that a good deal more will be required to maintain the
Town' s status ,     The Town is a cut above other municipalities with

its reputation.     The Comptroller thanked the Council for its time

and interest in the matter .

Motion was made by Mr .   Bradley to .Adjourn the Meeting ,   seconded by
M's .   Papale .

VOTE:,'    Holmes  &  Parisi were absent ;   all others'.   aye :  motion duly
carried .

There being no further business ,   the meeting adjourned at 1 : 16 A. M.

Meeting recorded  &  transcribed by:

Kathryn F .  ' Milano

Town Council Secretary,

approved by
Albert E.   Killen ,   Chairman

Date

JtECEiYEDory Kathr n J .   Wall Town Clerk

Ar.. ..
d
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